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1. Introduction
1.1

Located at the heart of the national transport network, the Black Country is a dense urban
metropolis, with a growing population of 1.14m. It is well positioned to be one of the
country’s most important localities to drive the type of economic activity required to achieve
the UK’s goal of being a leading European exporter of high value goods and related services
(BIS December 2010, Growth Review Framework for Advanced Manufacturing).

1.2

The Black Country is made up of the boroughs of Dudley, Sandwell, Walsall and the City of
Wolverhampton. It is an area strongly shaped by its industrial base, which is reflected in the
nature of its business stock, the skills and occupations of its people which are the assets that
this strategy will build on. Less well recognised is the areas cultural heritage, including its
canal network and historic buildings.

1.3

Today, The Black Country has both the ambition and opportunity to make a significant
contribution to the growth and restructuring of the UK economy. It has the largest
concentration of jobs in manufacturing of any UK LEP (16% of all employment vs 9% of all
employment nationally 1 ), including an aerospace sector that generates 20% of all UK
aerospace output. The area’s automotive sector includes Jaguar Land Rover’s UK engine
centre of excellence, and the company’s commitment to just-in-time manufacturing means
that any supply chain companies located close to them will have a unique competitive
advantage.

1.4

The Black Country’s strong and progressive manufacturing base, its recent success in
securing investment in high value manufacturing, the significant supply chain opportunities
and its location at the heart of the national freight and motorway network, all adds up to the
Black Country having a critical role to play in the growth of the manufacturing sector in the
UK.

1.5

As well as high value manufacturing, the Black Country has other priority sectors where
there is significant room for both growth and innovation, including: building technologies,
transport technologies and the environmental technologies. There are also local clusters
and niche businesses in cultural, creative and digital sectors, health and social care, food and
drink and the visitor economy that can be developed and exploited.

1.6

To achieve our full potential, public investment is required to tackle a number of
significant market failures and barriers to growth, and to improve economic resilience and
inclusion. This means supporting business start-up, competitiveness and innovation in high
value manufacturing and all other key priority sectors and niche areas that have the
potential to grow and provide higher quality jobs. It also means addressing the supply and
viability gap in sites and infrastructure required to meet the new type of growth, addressing
low skills and the ability of local people to compete in the local labour market. It also means
addressing the quality of life factors that will encourage those who obtain jobs to stay in the
Black Country and increase spend back into the local economy. This is the focus of this
European Investment Strategy for the Black Country.

1

Black Country Consortium (2013). ‘State of the Sub Region 2013’.
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1.7

The Black Country LEP is founded on a strong track record of successful partnership
working over more than a decade. In 2000, the four Black Country Local Authorities and
other key partners founded the Black Country Consortium, which was established as a
limited company in 2006. The Consortium provides co-ordination and economic intelligence
across the Black Country, and facilitates cross-authority economic development activities.
One of the notable successes has been the development of a Joint Core Strategy for the
Black Country (a shared Local Development Framework) that co-ordinates planning across
the Black Country, as well as generates significant efficiency savings for the four authorities.

1.8

Building on this, the Association of Black Country Authorities (ABCA) was set up in 2008 to
enable more close collaboration between the leaders and Chief Executives of the four local
authorities, and this mechanism is now providing an important role in ensuring a strong
democratic voice within the new Local Enterprise Partnership structures, alongside that of
business.

1.9

The Black Country has very effectively capitalised on these partnership structures to enable
the Black Country LEP to be effectively supported in its strategic role, with the Black Country
Consortium being designated as the secretariat for the LEP Board, and with more recent
proposals for ABCA to transform into the new Joint Committee for the Black Country City
Deal.

1.10

The Black Country LEP Board includes representatives from large strategic companies,
political representation from the four local authorities, higher and further education bodies
and social enterprise and housing providers. It oversees what is regarded to be a highly
successful enterprise zone, is in the final stages of developing a detailed City Deal proposal
and is currently leading a process to develop a detailed Strategic Economic (Growth) Plan for
the Black Country. All of this is based on strong economic evidence and analysis developed
jointly between the local authorities and the Black Country Consortium and published
annually in the ‘Black Country State of the Sub Region’ report.

1.11

This European Union Investment Strategy has been developed from an excellent
understanding of local need and analysis of the local barriers to growth. As well as the
statistical evidence, there has been a critical analysis of past performance in European
programmes, together with consultation with partners and stakeholders, which will continue
as we move towards the submission of the final draft in 2014. The Black Country European
Union Investment Strategy represents a key investment strand for the next 7 calendar years
and is being drafted concurrently with the Strategic Economic (Growth) Plan and the
detailed development of the City Deal proposal. Throughout all three documents there is a
common understanding our competitive advantages, including strengths in high value
manufacturing, our central position and connectivity across the UK. These are matched to
our agreed priority investment areas of: Business, Place and People, which are central to
our approach to address: barriers to growth, areas of market failure, innovation and social
exclusion.

1.12

Recognising the opportunities and dependencies we have in common with our neighbouring
LEP areas, as well as other cities and urban areas in the Midlands and beyond, we are
working closely with a range of potential partners and organisations. We have highlighted
areas where we envisage cross-LEP working throughout the strategy document. This
includes agreed statements across the six West Midlands LEPs regarding close working in the
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areas of Research, Technology, Development and Innovation (RTDI (including around our
smart specialisation approach), the low carbon agenda, and the potential use of financial
instruments to support access to finance interventions. We have included details of how we
envisage managing these relationships during the delivery phase in Section 8 of the strategy
document, covering ‘management and delivery’.

Use of EU Funds in the Black Country
1.13

The Black Country LEP is keen to seize the opportunity under the 2014-20 programmes to be
able to direct resources secured through this strategy approximately £152m of locallyallocated EU structural and investment funds, together with any matching funding and or
additional allocations through the Opt-In negotiations. The LEP will ensure a fit with its
priority investment areas, driving forward local growth.

1.14

The process for development of the Black Country strategy has involved:
•

Drawing on detailed evidence and analysis undertaken by the Black Country
Observatory matched to data and experience drawn from the Local Authorities and
the private sector, provided a basis and strong foundation for the development of
our intervention rationales. This detailed evidence base and experience was also
used to develop the Black Country Performance Management Framework and a set
of strategic targets for the LEP, referred to throughout Section 2 of the Strategy.

•

Reviewing national and local strategy and policy direction to ensure alignment of
Black Country strategy priorities

•

Identifying key drivers and barriers to growth for the Black Country and setting out a
vision for interventions required across Business, Place and People themes, in line
with developing Growth Strategy and City Deal plans

•

Assessing key market failure challenges relating to these areas and the scale and
significance of these failures

•

Developing strategic investment areas, in consultation with a wide range of Black
Country stakeholders, to set out the nature of planned responses to these market
failures that will help to address barriers to growth and capitalise on drivers and
opportunities for growth.

Next Steps
1.15

It is recognised that this first draft represents the first milestone in development of the Black
Country European Investment Strategy 2014-20, and that there is significant further work to
undertake before finalisation of the strategy in January 2014. Key identified next steps
include:
•

More detailed development and calculation of outputs for strategic interventions.

•

Development and finalisation of the project pipeline process.
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•

Further detailed review of the opt-in offers, and discussion with opt-in providers –
both those provided to date and those still in development. Due to timing
constraints, LEP partners were not able to fully review the DWP opt-in offer prior to
finalisation of this strategy draft, so detailed review of this offer will be part of this
review task.

•

Further consultation with stakeholder organisations across the Black Country. This
will include a tailored workshop specifically for the voluntary community sector, and
private sector, local training providers including Colleges and University. This is not
an exclusive list.

•

Further exploration of potential investment areas to fully explore eligibility and
types of interventions that could be supported. Sites and premises development
support is a particular area requiring further development work.

•

Further development of identified larger and priority projects within the strategy,
and the scale of intervention, timescales and deliverability. These key projects
include the cross LEP financial engineering instrument and the proposed
Manufacturing Shared Hub project.

•

Further develop priority interventions under each theme, and review funding
allocations between investment areas.

Content of the Strategy
1.16

The remainder of the strategy document comprises the following key sections:
•

Chapter 2 sets out an overview of the socio-economic needs and challenges of the
Black Country, providing the underpinning rationale for the proposed strategic
investment areas

•

Chapter 3 sets out the framework for use of EU funds in the Black Country. It
provides:
¾

the overall vision statement for the EU Funds strategy, aligning closely to the
strategic direction set out in our Growth Strategy and City Deal proposal

¾

indicative funding allocations by thematic objective

¾

a detailed summary of the context, rationale, strategic investment areas and
indicative activities under each of the four Black Country Priority Themes:
‘SME Competitiveness’, ‘Innovation’, ‘Environment’ and ‘Employment, Skills
& Social Inclusion’.

•

Chapter 4 summarises the indicative output and result targets relating to each
strategic investment area

•

Chapter 5 summarises key match funding sources that will support delivery
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•

Chapter 6 sets out the approach to incorporating cross-cutting themes and
delivering social innovation

•

Chapter 7 provides a summary of relevant wider links and synergies to other
European funding streams

•

Chapter 8 describes the initial thinking relating to management and delivery of the
EU funds strategy by the Black Country LEP, including governance structures,
procurement routes and plans for working with other LEPs

•

Chapter 9 summarises the approach taken to developing the strategy and the
engagement of key partners in this process.
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2. Black Country Socio-Economic Needs and
Challenges
2.1

This chapter sets out an overview of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for
the Black Country, upon which the EU funding strategy will build. Following the same
structure as the developing Growth Plan, this section is broken down to three main
categories: Businesses, People and Places.

Businesses
2.2

The Black Country has an economy that is under-performing compared to many other parts
of the country:
•

It has weak economic resilience – the Experian index (2012) shows that the Black
Country is assessed to be least resilient of 39 Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP)
areas in England based on a range of variables relating to business, people and place
factors 2 .

•

The areas 2.9% growth rate (1998-2008) is the lowest of all LEP areas in England
over the last 10 years 3 and the Black Country needs to generate an extra £6.2bn of
annual output just to catch up with the average performance across the UK 4 .

•

The Black Country has far fewer businesses for its size than the national average,
with 273 active companies per 10,000 of the population, compared with an average
level of 370 active companies per 10,000 nationally 5 . By far the largest gap is in
micro enterprises (those with fewer than 10 staff) 6

•

The area is not creating sufficient jobs for the people seeking work, and there has
been a loss of over 16,000 jobs since 2002 7 .

•

There are not enough higher quality jobs available – Gross Value Added (GVA) per
head is £5,500 lower than the national average 8 .

2

The Black Country Consortium (2012). Local Enterprise Partnership Intelligence Report 2012.
The LEP Network (2012). Creating successful local economies: Review of Local Enterprise Partnership area economies in
2012
4
Black Country Consortium (2013). ‘State of the Sub Region 2013’
5
Black Country Consortium (2013). ‘State of the Sub Region 2013’.
6
Black Country Consortium (2013). Black Country Business Survey.
7
Black Country Consortium (2013). ‘State of the Sub Region 2013’.
8
Black Country Consortium (2013). ‘State of the Sub Region Evidence Report 2013’
3
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2.3

Key strategic outcomes set out under the Black Country Performance Management
Framework include the following targets to be achieved by 2033 9 :
•

Increasing GVA created in the Black Country by £6.2bn in order to close the output
gap with the national average. This equates to an increase from the baseline of
£15,900 GVA per head in 2012 to £21,400 per head in 2033.

•

Raising the business birth rate to 41 per 10,000 population; an increase of 1,400
businesses births annually by 2033, increasing from 3,300 business births in 2011 to
4,700 in 2033.

•

Creating 115,000 new jobs in the Black Country, of which 38,000 in knowledge
intensive occupations – increasing from a baseline of 429,000 jobs in 2011 to
544,000 by 2033.

•

Attracting & retaining graduates in the region, increasing the number of people with
degrees by 80,000, to match national levels of 33% of the population holding a
degree. Increasing from a baseline of 142,000 in 2012 to 221,000 in 2033.

•

Raising average income levels in the Black Country by £3,500, in order to match
national average levels, increasing from a baseline of £23,000 per annum in 2012 to
26,500 in 2033.

Areas for Intervention
2.4

There are a range of strengths and opportunities to capitalise on, in order to improve the
local economy and help to meet the strategic targets for the Black Country. These areas
each link to relevant strategic intervention areas set out in Section 3, as set out below.

Priority Sectors
2.5

9

Transforming the economy of the Black Country to one that is higher value, faster-growing
and more resilient requires a shift in focus on local sectoral strengths, and a through indepth understanding of the specific specialisms within key sectors that have the potential
for further innovation and accelerated growth. Detailed analysis has been undertaken in the
Black Country to identify key opportunities for growth, and has identified five
transformational growth sectors 10 :
•

Advanced Manufacturing including Advanced Engineering, Logistics & Food & Drink

•

Building Technologies/Construction

•

Transport Technologies including aerospace and automotive

•

Business Services

•

Environmental Technologies, as a cross-cutting theme across the above sectors.

Black Country Consortium (2013). ‘State of the Sub Region 2013’.
Black Country Consortium (2011). ‘Black Country Economic Assessment’.

10
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2.6

These sectors employ 215,000 people and provide £7.3bn annually (45% of Black Country
GVA). The area’s growth ambitions are to triple output across these five sectors by 2030 to
£21.8bn, and create an additional 70,000 jobs 11 :
•

Advanced manufacturing and transport and building technologies are central to
this. £6.7bn of GVA and 15,000 jobs are anticipated to be created in these sectors.
Although not greatest in their contribution to job creation, they will create high
skilled, high value jobs and act as the focus for wider supply chains which will
support far larger job creation numbers.

•

Business services are expected to contribute £6.5bn of additional GVA and create
47,000 jobs. The focus will be on developing those business services that support
the priority sectors above.

•

Environmental technologies are anticipated to create £1.3bn GVA and create 7,000
new jobs. The focus on environmental technologies will cut across the priority
sectors above, with all of these advanced manufacturing sectors well placed to
exploit the opportunities for product and service innovation arising from climate
change legislation, the need to reduce carbon emissions, and the need to address
increasing pressures on natural resources.

2.7

The Black Country is home to several global firms in these transformational sectors, which
represent a major asset, not only from the direct employment and GVA that they generate,
but also for their role as anchors for local supply chains and assets in agglomeration
clusters. To realise the major opportunities that these companies represent, the Black
Country needs to strengthen the local supply chain base for these firms, through greater
inward investment and indigenous business growth, taking advantage of the benefits of
proximity, eg for just-in-time manufacturing.

2.8

A wider benefit of strengthening the supply chain base is that it supports the foundation and
strengthening of local clusters (which includes business base, labour market and knowledge
base assets), and the stronger the local cluster, the more that key firms will become wedded
to the Black Country, thus improving economic resilience.
Investment Focus for Priority Sectors
The focus of investment to support these priority sectors cuts across all four themes of the strategy
set out in Section 3 of the strategy.
• Theme 1: SME Competitiveness - inward investment activity will have a focus on attracting in
companies in these priority sectors (see Strategic Investment Area 1.2); Exporting support –
these transformational sectors will have significant potential for export-led growth (see Strategic
Investment Area 1.2); Business support for growth and competitiveness – activities such as
nationally delivered MAS and Growth Accelerator programmes will have a particular focus on
these transformational sectors (see Strategic Investment Area 1.4)
• Theme 2: Innovation - the smart specialisation approach to innovation investments has a
priority focus on investment in these transformational sectors (see Strategic Investment Areas
2.1, 2.2 and 2.3).
• Theme 3: Low Carbon Places - Development of employment sites supported by the funds will
primarily be seeking to support physical developments relating to these priority sectors (see
Strategic Investment Area 3.1)

11

Black Country Consortium (2013). ‘Black Country Growth Plan’ Draft – 17th July 2013.
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•

Theme 4: Employment, Skills and Social Inclusion - activities to develop local workforce skills
will have a strong focus on meeting the needs of employers in these priority sectors (see
Strategic Investment Area 4.2)

Inward Investment
2.9

Inward investment is important for the Black Country to continue to build the base of major
companies in these priority sectors (as well as other sectors), and to strengthen the base of
lower tier suppliers. Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) Benchmark data highlights that the
presence of an industrial cluster and the quality and availability of labour are the most
important factors in achieving inward investment 12 , which links to plans for skills
development (discussed below under the ‘People’ strand).
Investment Focus for Inward Investment
Theme 1: SME Competitiveness - inward investment by target companies in priority and other
sectors is addressed in Strategic Investment Area 1.2 in Section 3 of the strategy.

Innovation
2.10

The Black Country currently performs poorly on key innovation benchmarks, ranking 37th
out of 39 LEP areas in the number of patents per 100,000 residents 13 . In order for local
companies to become more competitive and to stay competitive they need to engage with
the knowledge base and engage in greater levels of innovation and R&D activity.

2.11

The University of Wolverhampton is an important asset for the LEP area, however will not
be able to provide all of the expertise needed by growth sector firms. The University needs
to further act as a gateway point for local companies, providing innovation support in the
areas where it has expertise, but also be a linking point to other relevant expertise in other
knowledge base institutions across the West Midlands and beyond, where relevant.

2.12

There is already a good foundation of innovation infrastructure in the Black Country,
including the facilities at the University of Wolverhampton and Science Park. It will be
important to build on these, and there is significant opportunity to build the innovation
asset base through projects currently in development, particularly including plans for a Black
Country based extension to the Manufacturing Technology Centre in Coventry (the catapult
centre for high value manufacturing).

2.13

More intensive innovation support will particularly target the priority growth sectors, and
build on a detailed smart specialisation review, ensuring that strategic investment and
interventions are built around a detailed understanding of the knowledge assets, sector
assets, future technology opportunities (including the eight great technologies identified by
Government), innovation trends, and emerging strategic opportunities for the Black Country
and Black Country businesses. This review work has already begun, and will be concluded in
time for finalisation of the strategy.

12

FDI Benchmark data, cited in Black Country Consortium (2013). ‘State of the Sub Region 2013’.
OECD Patents Database (2007), cited in LEP Network (2012). ‘Review of Local Enterprise Partnership Area Economies in
2012’
13
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Investment Focus for Innovation
Theme 2: Innovation
• Investment in engagement with the knowledge base is addressed in Strategic Investment Area
2.1 in Section 3 of the strategy.
• Investment in innovation infrastructure is addressed in Strategic Investment Area 2.2 in Section
3 of the strategy.
• Investment in more intensive innovation support is addressed in Strategic Investment Area 2.3
in Section 3 of the strategy.

International Trade and Exporting
2.14

The high level of manufacturing in the Black Country makes it very well placed for high levels
of exporting. The LEP area has the 6th largest employment in export intensive sectors out of
39 LEPs, reflecting the significant export potential 14 .

2.15

At present, 21% of all Black Country firms across a range of sectors report exporting at least
some of their products and services 15 . Nationally, it is estimated that 20% of all SMEs are
involved in exporting 16 , suggesting that given the sector breakdown in the Black Country,
there is significant scope for growth in exporting. Investing in support to assist more local
companies to increase their levels of exporting is therefore seen as an important
opportunity for local growth.
Investment Focus for International Trade and Export
Theme 1: SME Competitiveness - Investment in the development of International Trade & Export
support is addressed in Strategic Investment Area 1.2 in Section 3 of the strategy.

Access to Finance
2.16

Following the recent economic downturn, access to both equity and debt finance has been
an increased challenge for companies nationally, with significantly reduced lending from
banks and other investors, and this represents a significant constraint on growth. In the
Black Country, 25% of companies in the advanced manufacturing priority sector described
access to finance as being a ‘major barrier to growth’ both in terms of lack of bank lending
and uncompetitive lending rates.

2.17

The Black Country LEP is currently working with the five other West Midlands LEPs to
undertake research looking at the need and potential for a cross-LEP financial instrument to
support business enterprise and innovation.
Investment Focus for Access to Finance Support
Theme 1: SME Competitiveness - Investment in access to finance support is addressed in Strategic
Investment Area 1.3 in Section 3 of the strategy.

14

Based on Input-Output tables and Business Register and Employment Survey (2010), cited in LEP Network (2012).
‘Review of Local Enterprise Partnership Area Economies in 2012’
15
Black Country Consortium (2013). Black Country Business Survey.
16
UKTI (2011). ‘Britain Open for Business: UKTI Five Year Strategy’
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General Business Support
2.18

As well as the five transformational sectors outlined above, there is a wider need for
enhanced business support to help address the current weakness in the Black Country
business base, by supporting local people to set up new businesses, and to help improve
the competitiveness of existing businesses.

2.19

The Black Country has low business stock, low annual business birth rates (just 29 per 10,000
population, compared with 41 nationally 17 ) and low business survival rates. The Black
Country is ranked 38th out of 39 LEP areas by level of self-employment, which is 6% in the
Black Country, compared with 9% nationally 18 . This is a key weakness for the Black Country,
and there is an important need to support greater levels of enterprise and business
creation.

2.20

Underpinning all business support interventions in the Black Country – supporting
enterprise, innovation and competitiveness, is the need for a simplified single gateway to
access business support services – both those that are delivered locally, and those delivered
nationally. A recent survey of local businesses highlighted that almost half of businesses felt
confused by the current business support landscape and what funding or support is available
to them 19 . Black Country partners are currently developing a single gateway model – the
Growth Factory, to ensure a single gateway for companies and individuals to be signposted
to relevant support available to them for setting up, growing and improving their business.

2.21

Given low output per head in the Black Country, there is also a clear need to support
businesses with improving their productivity. One important area for this is around access
to superfast broadband, where only 60% of businesses in the Black Country currently have
access, and 7% of all businesses particularly highlight that they would like access, but that
availability is currently a barrier.

2.22

Linked to wider place-based interventions, there is also an opportunity to support more
localised clusters across the Black Country, enabling local growth and cluster development
and diversification of the economy to increase resilience and provide a wider range of job
opportunities, as well as adding to ambitions to develop the distinctiveness of the four
district centres in the Black Country. These focus clusters include:
•

Visitor economy cluster in Dudley, particularly around the Castle Hill area

•

Food and food technology cluster in Sandwell

•

Health and social care sector in Walsall

•

Creative and cultural sector in Wolverhampton, particularly around the urban
centres and Science Park.

17

Business Demography and Mid-Year Population Estimates date (2011), cited in Black Country Consortium (2013). ‘State
of the Sub Region 2013’.
18
Annual Population Survey data (2011), cited in LEP Network (2012). ‘Review of Local Enterprise Partnership Area
Economies in 2012’
19

Black Country Consortium (2013). Black Country Business Survey.
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Investment Focus for General Business Support
Theme 1: SME Competitiveness
• Support for a Growth Factory – investment to provide a single door growth factory for business
support is set out at Strategic Investment Area 1.1 in Section 3 of the strategy.
• Support for improved access to and use of broadband is included in Strategic Investment Area
1.4 in Section3 of the strategy.
• Investment in enterprise support, including for social enterprises is addressed in Strategic
Investment Area 1.5 in Section 3 of the strategy.
• Local growth cluster support activity is set out under Strategic Investment Area 1.6 in Section 3
of the strategy.

Places
2.23

2.24

Development is needed to ensure the Black Country has the necessary physical
infrastructure to meet its growth, quality of place, and low carbon aspirations
•

Growth is currently constrained by lack of suitable sites and premises, which needs
to be addressed – the Black Country Growth Corridor network currently only has
533ha of high quality employment land. There isn’t any quality greenfield sites
available in the Black Country, and of 145 high value manufacturing sites identified
in the LEP area, only nine are capable of being brought forward for development by
the market alone 20 .

•

There is a need to improve the quality of life that will help to attract and retain
skilled people to the Black Country, in order to realise aspirations for population
growth, housing growth and economic growth. This means improving the housing
offer, urban centres and the cultural and leisure offers.

•

Historic low levels of investment in environmental infrastructure has held back the
development of a low carbon economy in the Black Country. Although the Black
Country currently performs well against the national levels of carbon dioxide
emissions (5.5 tonnes per capita in the Black Country, compared with 6.6 tonnes per
capita nationally 21 ), this figure is rising, and intervention is needed to reverse this
trend.

Key strategic outcomes set out under the Black Country Performance Management
Framework include the following targets to be achieved by 2033 (baseline data from
2009) 22 :
•

Reduce CO2 emissions from the Black Country by 1.9 tons per capita.

•

Create or transform 980 hectares of employment land to high quality employment
land in order to provide space for future growth aspirations

•

Increase the proportion of people satisfied with the Black Country as a place to live

20

Black Country LEP (2013) ‘Black Country City Deal Negotiation Document’.
DECC Carbon Dioxide Emissions data (2012), cited in Black Country Consortium (2013). ‘State of the Sub Region 2013’.
22
Black Country Consortium (2013). ‘State of the Sub Region 2013’.
21
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by 7 percentage points to 78%.

Areas for Intervention
2.25

There are a range of strengths and opportunities to capitalise on, in order to improve the
local economy and help to meet the strategic targets for the Black Country. These areas
each link to relevant strategic intervention areas set out in Section 3 as set out below.

Employment Land
2.26

There is limited availability of high quality development land in the Black Country, and in
recent years this has constrained inward investment and indigenous growth. While there
are a range of key sites identified by Black Country partners, and set out in the LEP area Core
Strategy, there are significant barriers to their development. In particular there are:
•

excessive abnormal and complex ground conditions related to its industrial legacy,
which in turn creates negative land values

•

unrealistic (value and end use) expectations of private landowners, many of whom
have owned sites for many years, some of which were acquired for artificially high
values

•

significant under-investment in site assembly and infrastructure 23 .

2.27

Current investment enquiries relating to high value manufacturing in the Black Country are
worth around £200m, with the potential to create 1,800 new high value jobs, however much
of this potential inward investment is currently being lost due to lack of well-located,
accessible and serviced sites, ready for immediate development 24 .

2.28

The LEPs Enterprise Zone is one of the top performing Enterprise Zones nationally, with the
i54 site (one of two) already securing a £355m investment from Jaguar Land Rover in a new
plant to manufacture low emission engines, and a major investment by aerospace company
Moog in a new plant on the same i54 site. Plans are being developed to bring forward the
remaining available areas, including the Darlaston sites, as key locations to stimulate further
inward investment. The rapid development at the enterprise zone i54 site and the plans
for the other areas making up the BC Enterprise Zone, reflects the opportunities that new
employment site developments open up for growth in the Black Country.
Investment Focus for Employment Land
Theme 3: Low Carbon Environment - Investment will be made in a number of key sites in ways that
align with the interventions being agreed as part of the Black Country City Deal (see Strategic
Investment Area 3.1)

Attractive, Distinctive Centres
2.29
23
24

The Black Country LEP recognises the importance of high quality, vibrant and distinctive

Black Country LEP (2013) ‘Black Country City Deal Negotiation Document’.
Ibid
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places to live, attracting a larger population and a higher skilled population to the area, as
an important driver for growth. Although the EU Structural and Investment funds for
developed regions have limited scope to support interventions in this area, there are a
number of activities that can be supported, complementing other investment under the LEPs
Growth Strategy.
2.30

Firstly, there are opportunities to invest in green and blue infrastructure in the Black
Country, to improve quality of environment and quality of life, as well as supporting the use
of more sustainable transport such as walking and cycling eg through improved canal path
infrastructure.

2.31

Secondly, the development of specific local clusters across the Black Country, including the
creative and cultural cluster in Wolverhampton, and the visitor economy in Dudley, can help
to develop the distinctiveness and character of these centres. Opportunities set out under
the ‘Business’ strand to support development of these more localised clusters, can
contribute to distinctiveness and quality of places to live across the Black Country.
Investment Focus for Creating Attractive, Distinctive Places
Theme 3: Low Carbon Environment - Support for green and blue infrastructure is included in
Strategic Investment Area 3.2 in Section 3 of the strategy.
Theme 1: SME Competitiveness - Support for local cluster development is included in Strategic
Investment Area 1.6 in Section 3 of the strategy

Low Carbon Economy
2.32

Although CO2 emissions per capita in the Black Country are lower than the national level,
this figure is rising, and with planned growth in the manufacturing sector, a typically high
emission sector, there is a risk that greenhouse gas emissions could rise.

2.33

The Black Country LEP recognises that a key opportunity for reducing the areas emissions
will be in working with its key manufacturing industries to reduce their emissions, and to
support them in developing low carbon and environmental technologies which will support
emission reduction as well as opening up new markets. This opportunity is reflected in the
designation of environmental technologies as a cross-cutting transformational sector for the
Black Country (further detail under the ‘Business’ strand).

2.34

The development of new employment sites also represents a timely opportunity for
localised energy generation to be incorporated into employment site infrastructure,
helping to minimise additional emissions in the growth of high value manufacturing, while
also reducing energy costs for firms moving onto these sites.

2.35

A further key opportunity for emission reduction is through improved energy efficiency in
homes, public buildings and businesses. Interventions to support energy efficiency
improvements can deliver reductions in energy consumption, reduced fuel poverty and a
stimulus for local firms operating in the low carbon economy.
Investment Focus for the Low Carbon Economy
Theme 3: Low Carbon Environment - Activities to support energy efficiency and the low carbon
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economy are included in Strategic Investment Area 3.3 in Section 3 of the strategy.

People
2.36

2.37

The Black Country has an underperforming labour market compared to many other parts of
the country:
•

Unemployment is high, with the employment rate at just 66% in 2012, significantly
below the national average of 71% 25 . The area was affected harder than most by
recession (linked to weaker economic resilience). Unemployment in 2011 was worse
in the Black Country than in any other LEP area 26

•

The area has low skills levels - there are significantly more people with no
qualifications and fewer people with higher qualifications than the country as a
whole. 16% of the working-age population had no qualifications in 2012, compared
with 10% nationally (although this has reduced significantly from almost 25% in
2007 27 ). It also has far fewer people with degree-level qualifications than the
national average, at 21%, compared with 33% nationally 28 .

•

Income levels in the Black Country are low - median gross annual earnings for full
time employees was just over £23,000 in 2012. This was 13% below UK average of
approximately £26,500 29 , reflecting low skills levels in the area.

•

There is a skills mismatch – despite the high level of unemployment, 14% of
recruiters report experiencing a lack of candidates with the relevant knowledge,
qualifications and skills for the job 30

•

Youth unemployment is a particular challenge, with 9.1% of 16-24 year olds in the
Black Country claiming jobseekers benefits compared to 4.8% nationwide 31 .

•

There is a threat of long term unemployment challenges increasing - 3.4% of
residents have been claiming jobseekers allowance for more than 6 months, double
the national average of 1.7% 32 .

•

There are concentrations of deprivation and worklessness in particular geographic
areas with families and individuals experiencing multiple barriers to employment
and learning.

Key strategic outcomes set out under the Black Country Performance Management
Framework include the following targets to be achieved by 2033 (baseline data from

25

Annual Population Survey, 2012, ONS
LEP Network (2012). ‘Review of Local Enterprise Partnership Area Economies in 2012’.
27
Annual Population Survey, 2007-2012, ONS
28
Annual Population Survey data (2011), cited in Black Country Consortium (2013). ‘State of the Sub Region 2013’.
29
Black Country Consortium (2013). ‘State of the Sub Region 2013’
30
The Black Country Business Survey, 2013, M.E.L Research
31
Claimant count: age duration with proportions, July 2013, Department for Work and Pensions
32
Claimant count: age duration with proportions, July 2013, Department for Work and Pensions
26
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2009) 33 :
•

Increase the number of people with degrees by 79,000.

•

Reduce the number of people classed as workless by 38,000.

•

Reduce the number of people with no qualifications by 40,000.

•

Reduce the number of 16-18 year olds not in education, employment or training
(NEET) to zero; a reduction of 2,500 people.

•

Increase the local employment rate to 80%, supporting 96,000 additional people
into employment.

•

Raise average income levels in the Black Country by £3,400, in order to match
national average levels.

Areas for Intervention
2.38

There are a range of strengths and opportunities to capitalise on, in order to improve the
local economy and help to meet the strategic targets for the Black Country. These areas each
link to relevant strategic intervention areas set out in Section 3 as set out below.

Skilled Workforce
2.39

To realise the ambitions for transformational growth in the Black Country, there is a critical
need to strengthen workforce skills at all levels and address skills mismatches – particularly
relating to the five identified transformational sectors, which will generate the greatest
levels of new employment creation (see Business strand above). Recent research
undertaken by the LEP highlights that 80% of high value manufacturing sector firms
anticipate difficulty in local recruitment over the next five years.

2.40

For those at the stage of joining the labour market, there is an identified need to improve
skill levels and experience, enabling more local young people to take a first step into
industry. The Black Country LEP is developing plans to significantly increase the numbers of
extended work placements and increase numbers of apprenticeships, including higher level
apprenticeships, through an ATA model. From a baseline of 13,380 apprenticeships (3,510 in
high value manufacturing), the Black Country is seeking to increase by an additional 7,780
apprenticeships (1,470 in high value manufacturing).

2.41

There is also a need to improve skill levels within the existing workforce. Detailed analysis
of the skills needs of high value manufacturing sectors has been undertaken by the Black
Country Consortium 34 and in the process of developing the Enterprise Zone Skills Strategy 35 ,
and has identified a series of specialist skills gaps. There are a number of challenges to
delivering these gaps, which need to be addressed:

33

Black Country Consortium (2013). ‘State of the Sub Region 2013’.
Black Country Consortium (2012) ‘Skills provision relevant to High Value Manufacturing in the Black Country’
35
Black Country LEP (2013) ‘Black Country - i54 and Darlaston Enterprise Zone Skills Action Plan’
34
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2.42

•

Upskilling provision needs to be provided in modules of suitable length and offering
sufficient flexibility, to enable employers and employees to balance work needs and
upskilling commitments

•

Demand for specific training provision needs to be understood and aggregated
across the business base, in order to generate sufficient demand for cost effective
local provision of training by the University, colleges and other providers

•

In some areas, there is a need for investment in specialist equipment, or
arrangements for access to such equipment to be made, in order for training
providers to be able to deliver the skills development required.

A further Black Country priority is to attract and retain more highly skilled people to the
area. As discussed in the Place strand above, the focus on enhancing quality of life in the
Black Country (included in Strategic Investment Area 3.2), is partly driven by this economic
need to attract and retain skilled people.
Investment Focus for Workforce Skills Support
Theme 4: Employment, Skills and Social Inclusion
• Apprenticeship interventions are included in Strategic Investment Area 4.2 in Section3 of the
strategy.
• Interventions to support workforce skills development are included in Strategic Investment
Area 4.1 in Section 3 of the strategy.

Reducing Unemployment
2.43

Unemployment in the Black Country is higher than in any other LEP area and the
employment rate is significantly lower than the national average (66% compared with 70%
nationally). While a major focus of work to address unemployment challenges will be in the
creation of new employment opportunities (Business strand) and upskilling the workforce at
all stages, there is also a need to focus on addressing barriers to employment and learning
for targeted individuals and families who require more intensive support than is offered
through mainstream services..

2.44

While there is a challenge with large numbers of people in the Black Country having no
qualifications (16% of the working age population, compared with 10% nationally), this is
significantly worse for the older age group, where 27% of 50-64 year olds have no
qualifications 36 .

2.45

There is a nationally recognised priority to address high levels of unemployment amongst
younger people, aged 16-24, and this is a particular challenge in the Black Country where
9.1% of 16-24 year olds are currently claiming Job Seekers Allowance. There are also 2,500
16-18 year olds currently not in education, employment or training (NEET) 37 .

2.46

As highlighted under the Business strand that there is a low level of new enterprise creation
in the Black Country, reflecting weak levels of entrepreneurialism among Black Country

36
37

Annual Population Survey (2011), cited in Black Country Consortium (2013). ‘State of the Sub Region 2013’.
Not in Employment, Education or Training, Q3 2012-13, Prospects Services Ltd
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residents. Supporting greater entrepreneurial skills will be an important opportunity to
support many residents into new sustainable self-employment.
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Investment Focus for Employment Support
Theme 4: Employment, Skills and Social Inclusion
• Support for basic skills interventions for the existing workforce is included in Strategic
Investment Area 4.1 in Section 3 of the strategy.
• Other employability support for the 25+ age group is included in Strategic Investment Area 4.3
in Section 3 of the strategy.
• Support for young people to access employment is included in Strategic Investment Area 4.2 in
Section 3 of the strategy.
Theme 1: SME Competitiveness - Enterprise support is included in Strategic Investment Area 1.5 in
Section 3 of the strategy.

Improving Social Inclusion
2.47

It is recognised by the Black Country LEP that the challenges of low skills and high
unemployment are particularly acute amongst certain key groups and in certain
geographical communities of the LEP area. Figure 2.1 provides an overview of the
geographical spread of the worklessness challenge across the Black Country and the
identified Black Country Core which will be a focus for targeted interventions.

2.48

A range of challenges can stop key groups and communities benefitting from growth across
the Black Country, including challenges of digital and financial exclusion, and in some cases
multiple and complex barriers to employment and learning, which may include: confidence
and aspirations, chaotic lifestyles, health including mental health and substance misuse
issues, housing and homelessness, crime, debt, childcare, transport, language and cultural
challenges.

2.49

As such, a range of targeted, individualised interventions are needed to ensure that bespoke
intensive support services are developed to meet these individual needs.
Investment Focus for Improving Social Inclusion
Theme 4: Employment, Skills and Social Inclusion - Interventions to address social inclusion needs
are set out in Strategic Investment Area 4.4 in Section 3 of the strategy.
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Figure 2.1: Worklessness in the Black Country and the Identified ‘Black Country Core’ Area
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3. Programme Framework
Vision
Over the next six years the Black Country will be increasingly recognised both nationally and
internationally as a leader in high quality, cutting edge, high value engineering and
manufacturing - producing the latest ideas, innovations, technologies, products and services
that are sold around the world.
Complemented by a vibrant economy consisting of a mix of employment sectors, the Black
Country will be a place where skilled people choose to live and work, because of the
education, training and job opportunities, as well as the quality of life that the Black Country
can offer. In short - Everyone will have prospered, even those who are currently the furthest
away from being able to compete in the labour market.
To achieve this, the Black Country LEP will work with partners to align all key resources
available through the European Union Investment Funds, City Deal, the Growth Bid, as well
as those that are available locally.
Securing the full allocation of €177 million Euros, together with matching activity and
additional income through the Opt-In negotiations, is critical if we are to deliver this vision.
The Black Country will seek to achieve the following objectives through investment of its
European Structural and Investment Fund Strategy allocation, over the period 2014-20.
1)

Investment will support the growth of high value manufacturing (HVM) sectors and
strengthening of their local supply chains. High value manufacturing is one of our
five transformational growth sectors and central to our City Deal proposal. Growth
will be achieved through funding for business support, supply chain development,
workforce skills and physical site development.

2)

Investment will support growth of the wider business base across the Black
Country, and particularly in its identified transformational growth sectors, including
HVM as well as building technologies, transport technologies, environmental
technologies and business services. Our growth ambitions are to triple outputs
across the five sectors by 2030 with the creation of 70,000 additional jobs. Growth
will be achieved by building supply chains and strengthening their connections with
major businesses in the Black Country, throughout the region and internationally.

3)

Black Country partners will drive innovation, building on existing research & sectorbased assets, financial investments and future technological opportunities, to make
local firms more competitive, and to keep them competitive. The Black Country
currently performs poorly on innovation benchmarks, however assets such as the
University of Wolverhampton can provide expertise required by growth sector
firms and a gateway to knowledge based institutions across the West Midlands.
Delivered by building the innovative asset base through strategic projects; including
extending the Manufacturing Technology Centre and a clear smart specialisation
approach, ensuring strategic investment and interventions are built around a
detailed understanding of assets and opportunities, aligning with national priorities.
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4)

Investment in skills and employability support for local people, will create a
workforce of people who are competitive, as employees for the new jobs created,
and as entrepreneurs. Currently, 28% of Black Country vacancies are identified as
hard to fill due to the high rate of individuals with no qualifications and a below
average number of individuals with higher level skills. Provision of sector specific
work skills and the nurturing of entrepreneurialism will provide a strong labour
force to underpin the growth of transformational sectors in the Black Country.
Effectively developing key neighbourhoods through our strong partnerships with
Community and voluntary sector partners, such as SWEDA and YMCA, will actively
engage the 3.4% of our residents who are long term unemployed. Locally led design
and delivery will ensure that those residents that are furthest from the labour
market receive relevant training and support to ensure that our Black Country
communities become more vibrant and entrepreneurial places, reducing exclusion.

5)

Investment will support the transition to a low carbon economy through targeted
work with energy intensive sectors in the Black Country, especially with the planned
/anticipated growth in the manufacturing sector, typically high emission sector, and
support them in developing low carbon and environmental technologies. In
addition, by stimulating growth of the low carbon and environmental goods and
services sector, reducing overall greenhouse gas emissions in the area, exploring
localised energy generation into employment site infrastructure and improved
energy efficiency in homes, public buildings and businesses.

6)

Local growth aspirations will be underpinned by investment in business-critical
infrastructure, ensuring the adequate supply of employment sites and business
accommodation to meet the needs of growing sectors across the Black Country.
This will address the limited availability of high quality development land in the Black
Country which is constraining inward investment and indigenous growth by
addressing barriers to development.

7)

Investment will support key economic centres to grow their existing individual
business clusters, creating local growth and greater distinctiveness in localised
economies. Focus sectors will include the creative and cultural sector in
Wolverhampton, food technology sector in Sandwell, visitor economy in Dudley and
health and social care sector in Walsall.

Overall Allocations
3.1

The Black Country LEP has been indicatively allocated £151.9m (€177.4m) of EU Structural
and Investment Fund monies (including ERDF and ESF funds) to deliver interventions over
the period 2014-20.

3.2

Due to its ‘Developed region’ status, the LEP has been advised that this funding should be
evenly split between ERDF and ESF interventions. There is no allocation from EAFRD funding
in the Black Country. This split is therefore as follows:
•

£76.0m (€88.7m) for ERDF interventions

•

£76.0m (€88.7m) for ESF interventions
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3.3

The table below sets out the indicative allocations, broken down by the ten main thematic
objectives in the Government guidance to LEPs 38 . The table also shows how each of these
ten thematic objectives fit under the four Black Country Priority Themes, which form the
structure for this strategy.

Table 3.1: Summary of Indicative ESIFS Allocations by Thematic Objectives
Thematic
Objective

Black Country
Priority Theme

1. Innovation

Innovation

2. ICT

Overall
Allocation
(£m)
20
1

3. SME
Competitiveness
4. Low Carbon
5. Climate
Change
Adaptation
6. Environmental
Protection

SME
Competitiveness

29
15
0

Low Carbon
Environment

11

7. Sustainable
Transport

0

8. Employment

31

9. Social Inclusion

10. Skills

15
Employment, Skills
and Social Inclusion

30

Explanation
Although only 26% of ERDF allocation, activities
funded under national opt-ins and SME finance
(under SME competitiveness) will also support
innovation.
SME Competitiveness has the highest allocation, but
includes large indicative allocations to SME finance
FEI and national opt-ins from MAS, UKTI and Growth
Accelerator. ICT is anticipated to form a minor
element of interventions under this strand.
A minimum of £15m has to be allocated to low
carbon, although there is expected to be additional
support for low carbon through other SME
competitiveness and innovation investments. The
£11m for environmental protection incorporates a
significant indicative allocation for site and premises
development. Although no direct funding is allocated
to sustainable transport, there are aspects of walking
and cycling promotion under environmental
protection.
The large allocation to skills interventions reflects the
high priority on skills development to drive economic
growth. The allocation to social inclusion includes
activities focused at supporting hard-to-reach over25s into employment. The employment strand
focuses purely on young people and youth
unemployment.

SUM: SME Competitiveness £30m
SUM: Innovation £20m
SUM: Low Carbon Environment £26m
SUM: Employment, Skills and Social
£76m
Inclusion

3.4

Note: management, programme co-ordination and compliance costs to be determined at
detailed stage in line with further guidance and the outcomes of the Opt-in negotiations to
determine the scope of responsibilities. Current details of outline management and
governance structures developed so far are shown in Section 8 of this strategy.

38

HM Government (July 2013). ‘The Development and Delivery of European Structural and Investment Funds Strategies –
Supplementary Guidance to Local Enterprise Partnerships’.
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3.5

3.6

The annual indicative allocations for EU funding for the Black Country (that is the mount
which needs to be committed in each of the following financial years) are:
•

2014 - €22.1 M

•

2015 – €22.6 M

•

2016 - €23.0 M

•

2017 - €23.5 M

•

2018 - €23.9 M

•

2019 - €30.8 M

•

2020 - €31.5 M.

In the sections below under each priority theme, an indicative allocation is made between a
set of strategic investment areas. It should be noted that these are initial, indicative
allocations, and that following further development work in the coming months, and further
analysis of the additional national opt-in offers, these indicative allocations may change. We
will also work with all Opt-In agencies to identify and detail where additional resources can
be secured, including these details within this Investment strategy.
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Black Country Priority Theme 1: SME Competitiveness
3.7

This priority theme covers the objectives TO3: SME Competitiveness and TO2: ICT, as set out
in the Government guidance to LEPs. The indicative allocation to this priority theme is
£30m.

National and European Context
3.8

Key national and European strategic and policy drivers, as highlighted in fund guidance 39 for
the relevant thematic objectives include:
•

The UK Government’s Plan for Growth aims to make the UK the best place in
Europe to start, finance and grow a business.

•

The National Export Challenge aims to double UK exports to £1tn by 2020 and
create 100,000 new exporters. At the same time, the Government is seeking to
double the stock of FDI by 2020.

•

Digital Agenda for Europe and UK Information Economy Strategy aims to improve
broadband coverage to businesses and households, including 90% of premises to
have superfast broadband by 2015.

•

The European Commission has recommended that the UK improves the availability
of bank and non-bank financing to SMEs and explores with the market ways to
improve access to non-bank financing, such as venture and risk capital.

Primary Growth Drivers to Capitalise upon and Growth Barriers to be
Addressed
3.9

The table below sets out the key drivers and barriers, drawing on analysis in Section 2 of the
strategy.
•
•

•

•

39

Drivers for Growth to Capitalise Upon
Five transformational sectors with potential
to generate an additional £14.5bn annual
output and 70,000 jobs.
Strong flow of inward investment enquiries,
providing an opportunity to build on and
reinforce the strength of existing industrial
clusters.
Large concentration of businesses in export
intensive sectors indicates strong scope for
growth of exporting among Black Country
firms.
The development of specific local business
clusters in the four Black Country authorities
provides an opportunity for economic growth
developing local distinctiveness and
enhancing local economic resilience.

•
•

•
•

Barriers to Growth to be Addressed
Weaknesses in debt and equity finance
supply in the West Midlands following the
economic downturn.
Weak business base damages economic
resilience, and needs strengthening through
new business creation and support for
business survival and growth.
Only 60% of businesses report having access
to superfast broadband.
Almost half of Black Country businesses
report feeling confused by the current
business support landscape and what
funding or support is available to them.

HM Government (2013) ‘Framework of European Growth Programme Priorities: Background Analysis’
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Strategic Investment Areas
3.10

The identified strategic investment areas under Priority Theme 1: SME Competitiveness are:
•

1.1. Growth Factory

•

1.2. Inward Investment, International Trade & Exporting

•

1.3. SME Access to Finance Support

•

1.4. Business Support for Growth and Improved Productivity

•

1.5. Enterprise Support for New Business Creation

•

1.6. Support for Local Growth Clusters

SIA 1.1: Growth factory
Description:
Rationale:
Funding Allocation:
Key Delivery
Partners:
Collaboration with
other LEPs:
Match Funding
Sources:
Indicative Activities:

A central gateway point for businesses to be signposted to available business and
funding support - to simplify and co-ordinate the business support landscape.
Overcoming imperfect information failures, by supporting all businesses to understand
the business support available to them and signposting to services.
£3m
Local authorities, Black Country Chamber
None expected at this stage.
Local authorities, Regional Growth Fund, City Deal Growth Hub
•

Core Black Country gateway service

SIA 1.2: Inward Investment, International Trade and Exporting
Description:

Rationale:

Funding Allocation:
Key Delivery
Partners:
Collaboration with
other LEPs:
Match Funding
Sources:
Indicative Activities:

Attracting new investment into the Black Country, to contribute to cluster development
around major Black Country strategic firms and supporting SMEs in the Black Country to
start or grow and maximise their exporting activity into International markets
Through the Opt-in development with UKTI a mix of core delivery matched to additional
support will develop a service that improves International trade levels. Building on
existing activity through Invest Black Country to support export-led growth (addressing
imperfect information failures) which will take advantage of the high concentration of
export-intensive sectors in the Black Country, and increase inward investment
(addressing partial public good / positive externality and co-ordination market failures).
£4m
Invest Black Country, Local Authorities, Black Country Consortium, Marketing
Birmingham, UKTI.
Potential for cross LEP working with the Greater Birmingham and Solihull LEP around
Inward Investment - continuing existing joint work through Marketing Birmingham.
UKTI (opt-in), Local authorities
•
•

International trade support for SMEs
Inward Investment Service for the Black Country
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SIA 1.3: SME Access to Finance Support
Description:
Rationale:
Funding Allocation:
Key Delivery
Partners:
Collaboration with
other LEPs:
Match Funding
Sources:
Indicative Activities:

Providing improved access to debt and equity finance to SMEs for business creation,
growth and improved productivity.
Need to address a gap in debt and equity finance supply to SMEs (resulting from
imperfect information of risk by lenders).
£8m
Would be commissioned, working with LEPs across the West Midlands.
Expected collaboration with other W Midlands based LEPs, research underway
exploring potential for a financial instrument operating across the six W Midlands LEPs.
To be confirmed, but would include West Midlands SME Finance Legacy Funds.
•

Access to Finance schemes including venture capital, loan funding, proof of concept
funding, specialist sector funding, mezzanine funding, repayable grant funds.

SIA 1.4: Business Support for Growth and Improved Productivity
Description:
Rationale:
Funding Allocation:
Key Delivery
Partners:
Collaboration with
other LEPs:
Match Funding
Sources:

Supporting growth and productivity of existing businesses to increase job and wealth
creation and improve business survival.
Building on existing programmes such as MAS and Growth Accelerator, and developing
local interventions in response to business need, in order to strengthen growth and
business survival (addressing imperfect information and positive externality failures)
£6m
MAS, PERA (Growth Accelerator), Higher Education Institutions
There could be potential for cross-LEP working on business support schemes.

MAS (opt-in), Growth Accelerator (opt-in), Local authorities, Regional Growth Fund,
SME contributions
• High-growth business support e.g. Growth Accelerator
Indicative Activities: • Sector focused business support e.g. MAS
• Mentoring services

SIA 1.5: Enterprise Support for New Business Creation
Description:
Rationale:
Funding Allocation:
Key Delivery
Partners:
Collaboration with
other LEPs:
Match Funding
Sources:

Supporting creation of new enterprises, including social enterprise, co-operatives and
mutual’s, to strengthen the overall business base of the Black Country.
Addressing the weaknesses in the Black Country business base by supporting growth of
new enterprises, addressing imperfect information and positive externalities failures.
£5m
Local authorities (including exploiting opportunities for mutualisation of service
currently commissioned and delivered by the public sector).
There could be potential for cross-LEP working on enterprise support schemes.
BIG Lottery, local authorities, other public sector bodies.

•
Indicative Activities: •

Pre-start and pre-pre-start business support
Social enterprise support, including one-off capital investments to improve the
income and asset base.
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SIA 1.6: Support for Local Growth Clusters
Description:

Rationale:
Funding Allocation:
Key Delivery
Partners:
Collaboration with
other LEPs:
Match Funding
Sources:

Support for business creation and growth in specific local growth clusters in the four
Black Country authority areas.
Addressing weaknesses in the Black Country business base and economic resilience of
the area, as well as local distinctiveness, by supporting business creation and growth in
key local business clusters in each of the four local authority areas, addressing
imperfect information and positive externality market failures).
£4m
Local authorities
None expected at this stage.
Local authorities, SME contributions.

•
•
Indicative Activities:
•
•

Cultural and creative sector support in Wolverhampton
Visitor economy support in Dudley
Food and Food tech sector support in Sandwell
Health and social care sector support in Walsall
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Black Country Priority Theme 2: Innovation
3.11

This priority theme covers the objectives TO1: Innovation, as set out in the Government
guidance to LEPs. The indicative allocation to this priority theme is £20m.

National and European Context
3.12

Key national and European strategic and policy drivers, as highlighted in fund guidance 40 for
the relevant thematic objectives include:
•

Europe 2020 – sets out aims to increase combined public and private investment in
innovation to 3% of GDP

•

Smart Specialisation Strategy – there is a requirement for programmes to focus
innovation investment on research and innovation themes where there are
competitive advantages in terms of local sector assets and knowledge base assets.

•

UK Innovation and Research Strategy – highlights the importance of the interface
between HEIs and business, and of accelerating commercialisation of emerging
technologies

•

UK Industrial Strategy and Sector Strategies – highlight the national importance of
several key Black Country sectors, including aerospace and automotive and highlight
eight ‘great technologies’ which are key to industrial growth.

Primary Growth Drivers to Capitalise Upon and Growth Barriers to be
Addressed
3.13

The table below sets out the key drivers and barriers, drawing on analysis in Section 2 of the
strategy.
•
•

•

40

Drivers for Growth to Capitalise Upon
Five transformational sectors with potential
to generate an additional £14.5bn annual
output and 70,000 jobs.
Proactive business engagement by the
University of Wolverhampton, and its
connections to wider knowledge base make
it ideally placed as a gateway point for
business / knowledge base engagement.
Plans in development to create a Black
Country based extension to the
Manufacturing Technology Centre (catapult
centre) in Coventry, enhancing the Black
Country’s knowledge assets.

•

•

Barriers to Growth to be Addressed
Weak levels of innovation in Black Country
firms, with under-developed links to
knowledge based institutions and underinvestment by firms.
No strong guiding plan for investment in
innovation using a smart specialisation
approach. While there is a clear sector focus
for investments, a more detailed smart
specialisation plan for the Black Country is
required (and is under development).

HM Government (2013) ‘Framework of European Growth Programme Priorities: Background Analysis’
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Smart Specialisation
3.14

To ensure that Black Country investment is based on good quality research, development
and innovation, reflecting the genuine comparative advantages of our physical and human
assets and driven by insights into technological developments we will take a staged
approach to develop a more rigorous and future facing growth and innovation approach,
based on a smart specialisation methodology.

3.15

Through the detailed research and analysis of the Black Country Observatory and a number
of commissioned studies, there is already a detailed evidence base that highlights
opportunities for transformational growth in a number of priority sectors, including
advanced manufacturing, transport technologies (including aerospace and automotive),
building technologies and environmental technologies. These priority sectors will be a key
focus for innovation investment.

3.16

The area’s knowledge base strengths are well understood, both in terms of the University of
Wolverhampton within the Black Country, but also through the close relationships that the
area has with neighbouring West Midlands LEP areas, and the knowledge base institutions
across these areas. A shared statement on the cross-LEP smart specialisation approach
working alongside other West Midlands LEPs is set out at Appendix A.

3.17

Over the period to December 2013, the LEP will pull together a more detailed smart
specialisation plan for the Black Country, drawing on the broad approach set out in the RIS3
guide. This will ensure a robust and thorough exploration of local assets and comparative
advantages, and the ways in which local investment can contribute to national and European
research and technological development goals, in order to direct priorities for investment.

Strategic Investment Areas
3.18

The identified strategic investment areas under Priority Theme 2: Innovation are:
•

2.1. Increasing SME Demand and Capacity for Innovation

•

2.2. Infrastructure for Innovation

•

2.3. Innovation Programmes

SIA 2.1: Increasing SME Demand and Capacity for Innovation
Description:

Rationale:
Funding Allocation:
Key Delivery
Partners:
Collaboration with
other LEPs:

To engage more businesses in knowledge transfer and innovation, develop links to
wider HEIs and demonstrate the benefits of working with knowledge base partners.
Innovation performance of Black Country firms is low compared to most LEP areas. To
increase this and realise the growth benefits of innovation, requires greater
engagement between businesses and the knowledge base (addressing imperfect
information and positive externality market failures)
£4m
HEIs, Catapult Centre
It is expected that there will be collaboration in innovation support activity with the five
other West Midlands based LEPs, building on the strong track record of close working,
and potentially with other LEP areas as appropriate.
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Match Funding
Sources:

HEIs, SME Contributions

•
Indicative Activities: •
•

Innovation Networks
Innovation Vouchers
Graduate Enterprise and Business Start-up Schemes

SIA 2.2: Infrastructure for Innovation
Description:
Rationale:
Funding Allocation:
Key Delivery
Partners:

Investing in required capital to support new innovation and knowledge transfer
opportunities, particularly linked to priority growth sectors.
Providing enhanced knowledge base assets at the heart of the Black Country to support
growth of its transformational sectors, increasing innovation-led growth (addressing
positive externality market failures).
£10m
Catapult Centre, University of Wolverhampton.

Collaboration with
other LEPs:

It is expected that there will be cross-LEP working, particularly with the five other West
Midlands based LEPs, ensuring that any infrastructure investments complement and
add value to existing activity and infrastructure across the wider area.

Match Funding
Sources:

Regional Growth Fund, Private sector funding, SME contributions, TSB

•
Indicative Activities: •
•

Manufacturing Shared Hub (MTC extension)
Incubation space projects
Demonstration and user-test facility space

SIA 2.3: Innovation Programmes
Description:

Rationale:
Funding Allocation:
Key Delivery
Partners:
Collaboration with
other LEPs:

Intensive innovation, collaborative R&D and knowledge transfer programmes,
delivering significant business growth, targeted using a smart specialisation approach
(smart specialisation plan for the Black Country is under development).
Innovation performance of Black Country firms is low compared to most LEP areas. To
increase this and realise the growth benefits of innovation, requires support to develop
enhanced knowledge transfer relationships between businesses and the knowledge
base (addressing imperfect information and positive externality market failures)
£6m
HEIs
It is expected that there will be collaboration in innovation support activity with the five
other West Midlands based LEPs, building on the strong track record of close working,
and potentially with other LEP areas as appropriate.

Match Funding
Sources:

SME Contributions, HEIs, Regional Growth Fund, TSB.
• Collaborative research programmes
• R&D Commercialisation
• Knowledge Transfer Programmes, including KTPs, shorter KTPs and KEEN
Indicative Activities:
• Low carbon innovation support
• Transnational innovation exchange, collaborative R&D and knowledge transfer
schemes
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Black Country Priority Theme 3: Low Carbon Environment
3.19

This priority theme covers the objectives TO4: Low Carbon, TO5: Climate Change Adaptation,
TO6: Environmental Protection and TO7: Sustainable Transport as set out in the Government
guidance to LEPs. The indicative allocation to this priority theme is £26m.

National and European Context
3.20

Key national and European strategic and policy drivers, as highlighted in fund guidance 41 for
the relevant thematic objectives include:
•

Europe 2020 sets out a target across the EU by 2020 for 20% reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions (compared to 1990 levels), increasing the share of
renewable energy generation to 20%, and achieving a 20% increase in energy
efficiency.

•

The UK targets through the Climate Change Act and other policy are to achieve a
34% reduction in greenhouse gases by 2020 (and 80% by 2050) and increasing the
share of renewable energy to 15% by 2020. Within the 2050 target is an aim to
reduce industrial emissions by 70% compared to 1990 levels.

•

The Natural Environment White Paper sets out an ambition to halt environmental
degradation and start rebuilding natural capital, including blue and green
infrastructure (i.e. the network of green spaces, water and other environmental
features)

Primary Growth Drivers to Capitalise Upon and Growth Barriers to be
Addressed
3.21

The table below sets out the key drivers and barriers, drawing on analysis in Section 2 of the
strategy.
•

•
•

41

Drivers for Growth to Capitalise Upon
Through the combined LEP core strategy, and •
other LEP activities, a series of brownfield
sites have been identified for development,
with potential to add an additional 980 ha of •
high quality employment land to the area.
Early success of the I54 Enterprise Zone had
given strong momentum to site development
aims, which needs to be built upon.
Development of employment sites will create •
opportunities for building in low carbon and
renewable energy infrastructure, to support
low carbon targets.

Barriers to Growth to be Addressed
Availability of suitable sites and premises for
development is a major constraining factor
on growth aspirations.
Weaknesses in green and blue infrastructure
in parts of the Black Country reduce overall
quality of life that the area provides and may
damage aims to attract and retain skilled
workers.
Plans for growth of high value manufacturing
sectors, which may be high-emission sectors,
may increase greenhouse gas emissions.

HM Government (2013) ‘Framework of European Growth Programme Priorities: Background Analysis’
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Strategic Investment Areas
3.22

The identified strategic investment areas under Priority Theme 3: Low Carbon Environment
are:
•

3.1. Employment Site Development and Enhancement

•

3.2. Improving and Exploiting our Green and Blue Infrastructure

•

3.3. Supporting Energy Efficiency and the Green Economy

SIA 3.1: Employment Sites Development and Enhancement
Description:

Rationale:
Funding Allocation:
Key Delivery
Partners:
Collaboration with
other LEPs:
Match Funding
Sources:

Supporting environmental improvement and bringing land back into use to support
development of high growth sectors.
There are a large number of degraded sites in the Black Country that the market alone
is not able to bring into use. Intervention is needed to develop new land, addressing
imperfect information and co-ordination failures, in order to enable growth which is
currently constrained by lack of high quality site availability across the Black Country.
£8m
Local authorities, private developers
None expected at this stage.
Local authorities, Regional Growth Fund, Growing Places Fund

•
Indicative Activities: •

Gap funding for site development
Other activities to be defined – further exploration required to understand
potential eligible investment options to support this key Black Country challenge.

SIA 3.2: Improving and Exploiting our Infrastructure (Green and Blue)
Description:

Rationale:

Funding Allocation:
Key Delivery
Partners:
Collaboration with
other LEPs:
Match Funding
Sources:
Indicative Activities:

Increasing local natural capital to improve local quality of life, increase walking and
cycling, and support sustainable economic growth through investment in green and
blue infrastructure.
Poor environmental quality is impairing the Black Country’s economic success by
presenting a negative image which deters inward investment, attraction and retention
of skilled workers, and development of the visitor economy. Investment is needed to
address partial public good and positive externality failures that have seen underinvestment in green and blue infrastructure.
£3m
Local Authorities, Third Sector bodies, Local Nature Partnerships, Chamber of
Commerce,
None expected at this stage.
Developer contributions, Heritage Lottery Fund, Landfill Trusts.
•
•

Cycle city infrastructure
Improvements to canal side walking and cycling routes
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SIA 3.3: Supporting Energy Efficiency and the Green Economy
Description:

Rationale:
Funding Allocation:
Key Delivery
Partners:

Supporting reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, addressing fuel poverty, increasing
business efficiency and supporting low carbon supply chains.
Investment is needed to support growth of the low carbon and environment
technology sector, in order to support a transition to a low carbon economy and
support local businesses to capture market opportunities in this sector (addressing
market failures relating to imperfect information and partial public goods).
£15m
Local authorities, HEIs, Private Developers, Third Sector bodies,

Collaboration with
other LEPs:

It is expected that there will be collaboration in energy efficiency and green economy
interventions with the other five West Midlands LEPs, building on a historical record of
close working in this policy area.

Match Funding
Sources:

Private sector, Local authorities, HEIs, Third Sector

•
•
Indicative Activities: •
•
•

Energy efficiency in housing, including retrofitting and CHP schemes
Renewable energy / low carbon demonstrator projects
Energy efficiency / micro-generation advice / support to SMEs
Renewable and environmental technology sector support
Low carbon building exemplar projects
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Black Country Priority Theme 4: Skills, Employment & Social Inclusion
3.23

This priority theme covers the objectives TO8: Employment, TO9: Social Inclusion and TO10:
Skills, as set out in the Government guidance to LEPs. The indicative allocation to this
priority theme is £76m.

National and European Context
3.24

Key national and European strategic and policy drivers, as highlighted in fund guidance 42 for
the relevant thematic objectives include:
•

Europe 2020 – aims to raise employment rate for all 20-64 years olds to 75%, raise
20 million people across the EU out of the risk of poverty and social exclusion, and
increasing the share of 30-34 year olds having completed tertiary or equivalent
education to at least 40%.

•

A range of UK Government policies and strategies are aimed at addressing
unemployment, particularly in light of the impacts of recession, including the Work
Programme, Get Britain Working, and the Youth Contract.

•

The Government’s Social Justice: Transforming Lives strategy commits to giving
individuals and families facing multiple disadvantages, the tools and support they
need to turn their lives around.

•

One of the four overarching ambitions in the UK Government’s Plan for Growth, is
to create a more educated and flexible workforce.

Primary Growth Drivers to Capitalise Upon and Growth Barriers to be Addressed
3.25

The table below sets out the key drivers and barriers, drawing on analysis in Section 2 of the
strategy.
•

•

42

Drivers for Growth to Capitalise Upon
Detailed economic research and analysis
•
undertaken by the LEP including as part of
the City Deal and Enterprise Zone work
gives a detailed understanding of skills gaps •
faced by businesses in key sectors.
Existing momentum in work to tackle youth
unemployment and NEETs (including
apprenticeships, Talent Match etc) gives a
•
springboard to further enhance this work.

Barriers to Growth to be Addressed
Low skill levels and skills mismatch between
the labour market and the needs of businesses
in key sectors constrains their growth.
A low general skill level constrains
employability, with basic skills support
needed, particularly for older working
population.
Multiple and complex barriers to employment
and learning constrain engagement of key
groups and communities across the Black
Country.

HM Government (2013) ‘Framework of European Growth Programme Priorities: Background Analysis’
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Strategic Investment Areas
3.26

The identified strategic investment areas under Priority Theme 4: Employment, Skills and
Social Inclusion are:
•

4.1. Skills for Growth

•

4.2. Young People and Unemployment

•

4.3. Employment Support for Over-25s

•

4.4 Social Inclusion

SIA 4.1: Skills for Growth
Description:

Rationale:
Funding Allocation:
Key Delivery
Partners:
Collaboration with
other LEPs:
Match Funding
Sources:

Ensuring the sub-region has a labour market with the right levels of skills and
qualifications to meet the needs of businesses, particularly in the area’s priority growth
sectors.
Investing in upskilling the workforce to help in addressing unemployment and to ensure
the strong, competitive labour market is in place to underpin growth aspirations,
particularly in the identified transformational sectors (addressing positive externality
market failures).
£30m
Local Authorities, Skills Funding Agency, FE Colleges, employers, HE Sector
None expected at this stage.
Skills Funding Agency, SME Contributions

•
•
•
Indicative Activities: •
•

Work based learning
Graduate placements
Basic skills training
Higher level skills (level 5) and unit accreditation to support gaps in current
knowledge
IAG / Employability and wraparound support for those furthest from the labour
market.

SIA 4.2: Young People and Unemployment (Ages 15-24)
Description:
Rationale:
Funding Allocation:
Key Delivery
Partners:
Collaboration with
other LEPs:
Match Funding
Sources:

Supporting a reduction in young people (ages 15-24) who are not in education,
employment or training, and those at risk of disengaging.
Investing in improving employability and skills of young people who are unemployed or
NEET, in order to reduce youth unemployment and strengthen the local labour market
(addressing positive externality market failures).
£20m
Local Authorities, FE Colleges, employers
None expected at this stage.
Youth Employment Initiative, Skills Funding Agency,
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•
•
•
Indicative Activities:
•
•
•

Traineeships / Apprenticeships wrap-around
Bespoke training packages for learning / employability skills
Activities to bring young people back to or towards formal learning
Enterprise hubs development programme
Employer engagement activity
IAG / Careers support

SIA 4.3: Employment Support for Over-25s
Description:
Rationale:
Funding Allocation:
Key Delivery
Partners:
Collaboration with
other LEPs:
Match Funding
Sources:

Reducing high levels of unemployment in the 25 and over age group. This will include
targeted support for the long term unemployed and other specific target groups.
Investing in improving employability and skills of the population aged 25+ who are
unemployed, in order to reduce overall unemployment in the Black Country, and
strengthen the local labour market (addressing positive externality market failures).
£11m
Local Authorities, Voluntary /Community Sector bodies,
None expected at this stage.

BIG Lottery, Troubled families programme, Local Authorities, Skills Funding Agency,
Housing bodies
• Addressing barriers to progression targeting families with multiple and complex
Indicative Activities:
needs
• Enterprise Skills

SIA 4.4: Promoting Social Inclusion Amongst Disadvantaged Groups
Description:

Rationale:

Funding Allocation:
Key Delivery
Partners:
Collaboration with
other LEPs:
Match Funding
Sources:

Support for key disadvantaged families and deprived communities to improve social
inclusion and employability, including a focus on areas of multiple deprivation, and
those aged 25 and over requiring more intensive support.
Investing in bespoke activities that tackle barriers to improve the employability and
skills of groups and communities furthest from the labour market and families with
multiple and complex needs, in order to reduce overall unemployment in the Black
Country and stimulate enterprise development, including social enterprise (addressing
positive externality market failures).
£15m
Local Authorities, Voluntary /Community Sector bodies FE Colleges, employers,
None expected at this stage.

BIG Lottery, Troubled families programme, Local Authorities, Skills Funding Agency,
Housing bodies
• Addressing barriers to progression targeting families with multiple and complex
needs
• Wraparound support for digital and financial inclusion interventions
Indicative Activities:
• Community led economic development
• Community grants schemes
• Enterprise Skills
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4. Performance Framework and Indicators
4.1

The table below shows the key output and result indicators by each strategic investment
area, and provides an initial estimate of the scale of anticipated achievement.

4.2

These initial estimates of output numbers have been based on the following.

4.3

•

analysis of types of projects delivered in recent years under these investment areas,
and the approximate cost per output and realistic take-up level of such intervention

•

knowledge of take-up levels and cost per output from projects delivered under
these investment areas, in other locations.

Based on these assumptions, our plan will:
•

assist 13,000 SME’s

•

assist 41,000 individuals toward and into employment, education or training

•

deliver 20 ha site development

Table 4.1: Summary of Output and Result Targets under the Black Country EU Funds Strategy
Strategic Investment Area
Output Targets
Result Targets
SIA 1.1: Growth factory
• • SIA 1.2: Inward Investment and
• Jobs Created
• 1,600 SMEs assisted
Exporting
SIA 1.3: SME Access to Finance
• 160 SMEs assisted
• Jobs Created
Support
SIA 1.4: Business Support for
• Jobs Created
Growth and Improved
• SME Productivity
• 2,400 SMEs assisted
Productivity
• Support enterprises in devt
of ICT products
SIA 1.5: Enterprise Support for
• Jobs Created
• 2,000 new SMEs assisted
New Business Creation
• Start-ups
SIA 1.6: Support for Local
• Jobs Created
• 1,600 SMEs assisted
Growth Clusters
• SME Productivity
• Jobs Created
SIA 2.1: Increasing SME Demand
• 1,600 SMEs assisted
• Enterprises creating new
and Capacity for Innovation
products
SIA 2.2: Infrastructure for
• • Embedding innovation
Innovation
• Jobs Created
• Embedding innovation
SIA 2.3: Innovation Programmes • 700 SMEs assisted
• Enterprises creating new
products
SIA 3.1: Employment Sites
• Improving economic
• 20 ha site development
Development and Enhancement
viability of areas
SIA 3.2: Improving and
• Improving economic
• Exploiting our Infrastructure
viability of areas
SIA 3.3: Supporting Energy
• Increase in companies with
• 3,000 SMEs Assisted
Efficiency and the Green
low carbon products /
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Table 4.1: Summary of Output and Result Targets under the Black Country EU Funds Strategy
Strategic Investment Area
Output Targets
Result Targets
Economy
processes
SIA 4.1: Skills for Growth
• No. gained quals
• 24,000 individuals assisted
• No. in education/training
SIA 4.2: Young People and
• No. engaged in job search
• 4,000 individuals assisted
Unemployment.
• No. in jobs
SIA 4.3: Employment Support
• No. engaged in positive
• 5,500 individuals assisted
for Over-25s.
activities
SIA 4.4: Promoting Social
• No. engaged in positive
Inclusion Among Disadvantaged • 7,500 individuals assisted
activities
Groups.

4.4

It should be noted however that these are initial estimates, and as set out under the next
steps in Section 1 of the strategy, we are planning to undertake a more detailed review of
output and result quantification over the period to December 2013, based on more detailed
development of potential projects and investment areas.
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5. Match Funding Plan
5.1

It is anticipated that the following key sources will provide the primary opportunities for
match funding.

5.2

The funding table below details the matching funding identified through the Opt-in
negotiations as they are proceeding. The time periods relate to the timeframe within which
we expect these commitments to be made, but not necessarily defrayed, which will be
through contracted delivery.

5.3

We will continue with the Opt-In negotiations moving towards the submission of the
strategy in January 2014, so that together with the yet-to-be-confirmed contributions, we
are in a position to fully detail the matching funding sources and amounts.

5.4

Note: The following table will be completed and finalised as part of the January 2014
submission.
Table 5.1: Summary of Expected Match Funding Sources
Confirmed Match
Funding Available
for 2014 and 2015
(£m)

Potential Scale of
Match Funding
Available Over 2016-20
(£m)

BIG Lottery Fund

5.0

22.5

•

Skills Funding Agency

8.0

27.0

•

YEI

23.1

-

•

Growth Accelerator
UKTI
MAS
Public Sector
Local Authorities for
Dudley, Sandwell, Walsall
and Wolverhampton
Regional Growth Fund

0.7
1.0
0.6

3.3
3.3
0.6

•
•
•

Match Funding Source

Strategy Themes
Supported

National Opt-ins

Single Local Growth Fund

Private Sector
Developers

SME Contributions

Currently the pipeline projects have
identified an initial estimated £30 million of
potential match funding, including City Deal,
Regional Growth Fund and Department of
Transport.
The final detailed profile will be agreed and
included once all projects have been fully
appraised as we move towards the final
submission in 2014..

•
•
•
•

Private sector match funding contributions
have been identified through the
•
development of our programme pipeline,
•
figures are included in the match funding
•
estimates above. Again these will be finalised
prior to the final submission in 2014.

Employment, Skills
and Social Inclusion
Employment, Skills
and Social Inclusion
Employment, skills
and Social Inclusion
SME Competitiveness
SME Competitiveness
SME Competitiveness

SME Competitiveness
Innovation
Environment
Employment, Skills
and Social Inclusion

SME Competitiveness
Innovation
Environment
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Opt-in Negotiations
5.5

Negotiations are progressing well in most areas, as detailed within the following table:
Table 5.2: Opt-In Progress Details
National Opt-In
Growth Accelerator
MAS
UKTI
EIB (social housing)
BLF
SFA
Youth Employment
Initiative
(YEI)
Department for Work &
Pensions (DWP)

Progress on Negotiations

Opt-In Potential /
Intentions

Progressing Well
Progressing Well
Progressing Well
Started – now on hold
Progressing Well
Progressing Well

Yes
Yes
Yes
Highly Unlikely
Yes
Yes

Progressing Well

Yes

Indicative (from
Opt-In body)
Allocations
£3,900,000
£1,000,000
£4,250,000
£0
£27,500,000
£35,000,000
£20,000,000

Not fully reviewed at this stage

5.6

Opt-In negotiations have started and are moving forward at pace, with the likelihood of
agreements being reached in most areas. One exception is under EIB (Social Housing),
where we do not expect to proceed with this opt-in as preferential interest rates are
available through alternative routes.

5.7

A number of additional potential opt-ins have made themselves known since the release of
the guidance in July 2013. We will progress negotiations with these bodies, and those listed
above and will update table 5.2 to include those where agreements have been reached.

5.8

We will update table 5.1 to include all Private and Public sector match secured, which will
hold full details of both the Opt-in and other secured / committed matching funding, as part
of the January 2014 submission of the EU strategy for the Black Country.
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6. Cross-Cutting Themes and Social Innovation
Cross Cutting Themes
Equality and Diversity
6.1

The Black Country LEP is committed to advancing equality and valuing diversity. We
recognise that adopting best equality practice is an effective way of improving and
effectively meeting the local needs of our business community and residents.

6.2

The Equality Act 2010 requires that we must consciously consider the need to eliminate
discrimination, advance equality of opportunity and foster good relations between different
groups of people. The focus is on assessing the impact on the protected characteristics that
are identified in the legislation, including: age, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy
and maternity, race, religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation.

6.3

The Black Country recognise its diversity as one of its key strengths, however certain groups
face challenges in terms of the barriers to benefiting from the economic growth stimulated
through this strategy. Interventions within our strategy aim to target and support key
groups to take advantage of opportunities created, including:
•

Women: female employment rate is lower at 62.5 than male employment rate at
69.9. Female self-employment is less than half male self-employment.

•

Key age groups: youth unemployment is a particular issue in the Black Country with
9.1% of 16-24 year olds in the Black Country claiming jobseekers benefits compared
to 4.8% nationwide

•

Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) communities: 23% of the Black Country’s
population are from BME communities. However we recognise that our populations
are becoming increasingly diverse with migration including from A8 countries.

•

Family poverty: the Black Country contains 3,460 troubled families with complex
needs. Between 23% and 32% of children are living in poverty. There are 13,210
lone parents in receipt of income support (children under 5)

•

Health problems: over 900,000 Black Country residents have long-term health
problems (census 2011). Over 110,000 people have health issues that affect their
day to day life, 50,000 + residents are in receipt of health related benefits ESA/IB.

6.4

As part of the process for developing projects during the delivery phase, we anticipate that
an equalities analysis will be requested with a specific scored question in the application to
identify the impact on equalities and diversity and monitoring of the impacts expected as
part of the monitoring process.

6.5

The impact on Equalities and Diversity will also be considered across the priority themes by
Black Country partners. Local promotion of equality and diversity will be led by the Black
Country LEP and ABCA via the proposed governance structure.
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Sustainable Development
6.6

The Black Country LEP is committed to sustainable development. The aim of the Black
Country Low Carbon Economy Strategy is to integrate aspects of itself into other dimensions
of the wider economic agenda such as manufacturing, transportation, power generation,
retail, transport and health. The policies deriving from this will cover issues such as
renewable energy, energy efficiency, smart grid, combined heat and power etc.

6.7

The strategy supports the UK statutory targets for Green House Gas (GHG) emission
reduction. The Climate Change Act commits the UK to reducing emissions by at least 80% in
2050 from 1990 levels. In order to meet the requirements of legislation the following and
impact on sustainability issues, the following will need to be considered for
implementation:-

6.8

6.9

•

Energy: Reducing energy costs; taking advantage of government incentives eg Green
Deal; commissioning energy surveys where appropriate.

•

Energy Compliance: Ensuring all businesses have a valid EPC for their premises;
improving energy performance.

•

Carbon Management: Supporting monitoring of energy consumption; Stock
Exchange registered companies to report GHG emissions as part of their annual
report.

•

Waste Management: Promoting recycling of domestic and industrial waste.

•

Improvement Programmes: Implementing a management system or improvement
programme such as Environmental Management System (EMS).

•

Training and Apprenticeships: Ensuring appropriate programmes are available to
local residents and companies.

Work has recently been undertaken on behalf of the West Midland local authorities by
Sustainability West Midlands (SWM). This overall review of renewable energy capacity aims
to develop an initial evidence base to help council’s maximise their contributions towards
the wider UK targets. The results for the Black Country suggest:•

Microgeneration

•

Energy Generation from Wind

•

Bio Mass including Waste

•

Combined Heat and Power

•

Access to the Grid

The impact on sustainable development will be considered across the priority themes and
individual project applications as part of the bidding process. Local promotion of sustainable
development will be via Black Country LEP and ABCA via the proposed governance structure
and individual Local Authority Economic Plans.
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Social Innovation
6.10

The Black Country LEP has taken into account social innovation in the design of its strategy
and priority interventions based on the definition of social innovation as new ideas (products
services and models) that simultaneously meet social needs (more effectively than
alternatives) and create new social relationships or collaborations. This is particularly
relevant under the social inclusion strand of our strategy, where there will be a particular
focus on building capacity within deprived neighbourhoods, and will be particularly
encouraged in the interventions developed under this strand.
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7. Wider Links and Synergies to European
Funding Streams
7.1

The LEP, when and where appropriate, will seek to strengthen synergies and
complementarities between its SIF strategy and other European programmes, and in so
doing bring added value and avoiding duplication.

7.2

Through the elements of its strategy that will consider RTDI, education, employment, SME
and business support, the LEP will link into Horizon 2020 to help increase the value added of
R&I European policies. This will be done by working with the University of Wolverhampton,
and encouraging projects and priorities to make contact with EU partners. Horizon 2020 will
not support capacity-building and will not take into account geographic specificities in
allocating funding. Therefore elements of the SIF strategy may be used to support capacity
building by enhancing our R&I infrastructure, knowledge transfer and potentially equipment.
Similarly, this will support the downstream exploitation of R&I results by contributing to an
innovation friendly culture, particularly for SMEs (business services, finance incubators,
research centre links etc.).

7.3

The SIF strategy will look at strengthening these links through its smart specialisation
approach and focus on those key enabling innovations and technologies that are important
within the LEP area. Also any potential overlaps (employment, education and social
inclusion) with the Marie Skodowska-Curie Actions with its focus on the development of
human resources in R&I, will also be considered by the LEP.

7.4

Synergies may extend to the COSME (Competitiveness of Enterprises and SMEs)
Programme. The programme focusses on supporting SME internationalisation through
access to finance (equity, debt, loans), improving access to markets (inside the EU and
globally), and promoting entrepreneurship through the development of entrepreneurial
skills and attitudes (new entrepreneurs, young people, women and vulnerable groups such
as people with disabilities). Again, when and where appropriate, the SIF strategy will
develop links and seek work with this programme to bring added value to the LEP area.

7.5

The European Territorial Cooperation Programme, with its focus on helping regions across
Europe to work together to address shared problems, whether through cross-border,
transnational or interregional cooperation, offers a strong mechanism for good practice
exchange and solving regional issues. Again, where and when appropriate, the LEP will link
into this activity for the benefit of the LEP area.

7.6

Finally, those elements of the SIF strategy with a focus on climate change, the environment
and resource efficiency will exploit the complementarities offered by the LIFE programme,
particularly through integrated projects in the areas of climate change mitigation.
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7.7

There are also opportunities to develop transnational collaborative opportunities through
membership of Eurocities, ALDA and University of Wolverhampton Brussels Office.
•

Wolverhampton City Council can facilitate collaborative opportunities through its
associated member of the Eurocities Economic Development Forum. Eurocities
membership includes over 130 of Europe’s largest cities and 40 partner cities,
through six thematic forums, working groups, projects, activities and events.

•

The Association of Local Democratic Agencies (ALDA) aims to promote good
governance and citizen participation at the local level aligned with the social
inclusion strand. ALDA in particular focuses on activities that facilitate cooperation
between local authorities and civil society.

•

The University of Wolverhampton has also recently opened its own European
Office in Brussels.
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8. Management and Delivery
Management and Governance Structures
8.1

The chart below sets out an overview of the expected governance model for managing the
funds at LEP level.

Figure 8.1: Proposed Governance Model for the Black Country LEP EU Funds Programmes
Black Country Governance Diagram Integrating EU Investment Governance with SEP/City Deal/Growth Bid
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Governance, management and delivery
8.2

The Black Country LEP has been developing a simple integrated structure to oversee the
development and delivery of its Strategic Economic Plan, its City Deal, Growth Deal and
European Investment Strategy. This provides the framework within which the details of the
staffing capacity, roles and functions for the on-going programme development and delivery
will be determined and costed out. This will be based on the design of the detailed
programme and its specific requirements, including final negotiations around opt-ins, and
the individual and collective demarcation of roles and responsibilities with key bodies

8.3

Key roles and responsibilities within the model outlined above are as follows:
•

The Black Country LEP Board has overall ownership and accountability for the
delivery of both the Black Country Strategic Economic Plan and this EU Investment
Strategy.
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•

A new Black Country Joint Committee is already being set up to discharge the
governance functions related to City Deal and Growth deal, where certain powers,
such as the ability to set and spend budgets are devolved from central government
in a bid to increase economic growth. There is provision for this to be expanded to
cover other main investment programmes, such as European Investment. Members
of the Committee will be the Leaders of the four Local Authorities. The Chairman of
the Black Country LEP will be an ex-officio member. It is the Black Country Joint
Committee that will oversee the delivery and performance management of the
European Investment Programme, on behalf of the LEP Board.

•

A new Advisory Board to the Joint Committee will comprise of the four Cabinet
Members for economic development and regeneration (voting), four
representatives from the LEP (voting) and Executive Directors for Economic
Development and Regeneration (non-voting) in an advisory role, and representatives
from other bodies that will be able to assist in an advisory capacity (non-voting). It
is this Advisory Board that will oversee the monitoring and evaluation the
effectiveness of the European Investment Programme, oversee the management of
performance and financial risk, advise the Joint Committee and LEP Board on any
remedial action required, and also advise on any remaining investment decisions in
terms of the allocation of EU funds

•

The Programme Compliance & Delivery Director, together with a small team will be
responsible for overseeing the performance management and compliance of all
Black Country LEP investment programmes and contracts, including the EU
Investment Programme, and will be directly accountable to the Advisory Board and
for the provision of timely and accurate information. They will also work with key
local and national organisations to maximise overall success rates, through
associated programmes including all EU Opt-In agreements and contracts.

•

The Programme Business Development Director, together with a small team will be
responsible for the development of the Black Country EU project pipeline and
associated matching funding activities, ensuring that funding is effectively used and
that proposals are compliant eligible. They will also be responsible for overseeing
cross LEP collaborations and wider European relationships. To aid this process a
single project pipeline process for all Black Country Investments is being developed.
They will also work on the forward planning required to maximise the continued
impact achieved through the variety of Opt-in activity strands, and the development
of current and future content of commissioned activities.

•

The three Commissioning Boards will be made up of key local partners, and draw on
the expertise of the Black Country Consortium and economic development and
regeneration professionals within local authorities and other local partner
organisations. They will be responsible for the detailed development, project
pipeline and monitoring of the delivery of the Growth Plan, City Deal and EU
investment programmes and projects.

•

The Local Authority and Black Country Consortium Blended Team(s) will be
responsible for providing strategic advice, information and intelligence, relationship
management, internal communications support, and marketing the Black Country.
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8.4

Initial cost estimations for the core delivery team within the Black Country is currently
estimated at approximately £3.15m over the seven calendar year delivery period. This
funding would be sought from a mix of Technical Assistance and the other funds, including
the local authorities, with potential match from the Opt-In organisations. Firm details once
the negotiations have been concluded will be included in the January 2014 submission.

Delivery Processes
8.5

It is anticipated that a number of different delivery routes will be adopted for projects to be
delivered under the Black Country LEP EU Funds. These are anticipated to include:
•

Competitive Bidding Rounds – with organisations invited to submit outline bid
proposals against specified investment areas of the strategy

•

Direct Commissioning of Specific Activities – direct commissioning by national
agencies, acting as Accountable Bodies against locally (LEP) agreed specifications to
deliver agreed interventions and outcomes – through the national opt-in process.

•

Direct Commissioning of Specific Activities – Cross-LEP – direct commissioning of
organisations to deliver agreed interventions, for example commissioning of
financial engineering instruments at a West Midlands level

•

Direct Commissioning of Specific Activities – Locally – direct commissioning of
activity at Black Country level where there is a clearly identified project and/or
deliverer e.g. delivery of the Shared Manufacturing Hub project, or where we are
able to continue activities that hold a proven track record of value and success.

Working with Other LEPs
8.6

The Black Country LEP has worked closely with a number of other LEPs in developing our EU
Fund plans, most notably with the five other LEPs in the West Midlands area. There are
several areas of our strategy where we anticipate close-working with these LEPs. These
include the following.

8.7

Details of joint statements on areas of collaboration, prepared alongside the other West
Midlands LEPs are set out in Appendix A.
Table 8.1: Summary of Cross-LEP Delivery Plans
Strategic Investment Area
Priority Theme 2: Innovation - Innovation
investment, and smart specialisation approach
Priority Theme 3: Low Carbon Environment - Low
carbon economy interventions
Priority Theme 1: SME Competitiveness Financial Engineering Instruments for SME
finance support
Priority Theme 1: SME Competitiveness - Inward
investment support
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Other LEPs Being Collaborated With
Greater Birmingham and Solihull, Stoke and
Staffordshire, the Marches, Worcestershire,
Coventry and Warwickshire.
Greater Birmingham and Solihull, Stoke and
Staffordshire, the Marches, Worcestershire,
Coventry and Warwickshire.
Greater Birmingham and Solihull, Stoke and
Staffordshire, the Marches, Worcestershire,
Coventry and Warwickshire.
Greater Birmingham and Solihull
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9. Strategy Development and Partner
Engagement
Approach to Strategy Development
9.1

The strategy development process was overseen by a Steering Group comprising
representatives from the LEP, four Local Authorities and the University of Wolverhampton.

9.2

Operationally, officers from the same organisations led the process of strategy content
development, in particular co-ordinating four thematic workshops to discuss and develop
ideas around ‘SME Competitiveness’, ‘Innovation’, ‘Low Carbon’ and ‘Employment, Skills &
Social Inclusion’, as well as a separate workshop to engage with third sector partners.

9.3

These sessions were supplemented with various individual consultations with a wide range
of national, West Midlands and local partners (see list below). The co-ordination and
drafting of the strategy was supported by external consultants, Regeneris Consulting.

List of Partners Engaged to Date
9.4

The table on the following page sets out a summary of key partners and the ways in which
each have been engaged so far in the process of the development of this EU Investment
Strategy.
This is broken down by:
•

Steering Group – where organisations were directly represented on the main
Steering Group responsible for developing and drafting the EU Funds Strategy.

•

Thematic workshops – where organisations were involved in the thematic
consultation workshops developing content for the strategy.

•

Individual consultations – where organisations were involved through specific oneto-one consultations with the team working on developing and drafting the bid.

•

Wider information provision – where organisations received information about the
developing strategy and saw a draft version, on which they were invited to provide
comments.
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9.5

The ‘type of stakeholder’ column refers to those categories of stakeholder highlighted in
Government guidance 43 , covering the key stakeholders which should be engaged.

Table 9.1: Summary of Stakeholder Consultation
Involvement in…
Type of Stakeholder

LEPs

Local Authorities

Universities

Colleges

Businesses, including
social enterprises and
mutuals

Organisation

Steering
Group

Thematic
Groups

3

3

Black Country LEP & Black
Country Consortium
Greater Birmingham and
Solihull LEP
Stoke-on-Trent and
Staffordshire LEP
Coventry and
Warwickshire LEP
The Marches LEP
Worcestershire LEP
Wolverhampton City
Council
Walsall Council
Dudley MBC
Sandwell Council
BC Strategic Transport
University of
Wolverhampton
University of Warwick
Walsall College
Sandwell College
Wolverhampton College
Dudley College
Halesowen College
BMet, Stourbridge College
Wolverhampton Science
Park
Black Country Chamber of
Commerce
Black Country
Reinvestment Society
Accord Housing
Walsall Housing Group
Juniper Training
Access to Business
Vine Trust
Social Enterprise West
Mids (SEWM)
Sandwell Women’s
Enterprise Development
Agency

43

Wider
Individual
Information
Consultations
Provision
3

3

3
3
3

3

3

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

3

9
9
9

3
3
3

3

3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3

9
9
9
9
9

9
9
9
9

9
3

3

3

3

3
9
9
3
3

9
3

3

3
3
3
3
3
3

3

3

HM Government (July 2013). ‘The Development and Delivery of European Structural and Investment Funds Strategies –
Supplementary Guidance to Local Enterprise Partnerships’.
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Table 9.1: Summary of Stakeholder Consultation
Involvement in…
Type of Stakeholder

Skills bodies, including
SFA

Local Nature
Partnerships

Civil Society Interest
Networks

National Agencies

Organisation

Steering
Group

Sustainability West
Midlands
LEP Private Sector
Representatives
Black Country Consortium
Private Sector
Representatives
Black Country FSB
Work Programme Primes
(Pertemps/NCG/EOS)
SFA
Prospects Ltd
Birmingham and Black
Country Wildlife Trust
Dudley Canal Trust
Wren’s Nest
Forestry Commission
The Princes Trust
Walsall Voluntary Action
Dudley Council for
Voluntary Services
Wolverhampton VSC
UKTI
MAS
PERA Growth Accelerator
Job Centre Plus
BIS
DCLG
Cabinet Office
DWP
HCA
NHS - Walsall
Environment Agency
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Thematic
Groups

Wider
Individual
Information
Consultations
Provision

3

3
3
3

9
9

9

9

9
9

9

9
9
9
9
9
9

9

9

9

9

9
9
9
9

9
9
9

9

9
9
9
9

9

9
9
9
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Appendix A:
1.

Cross-LEP Shared Statements

The Common statements appended below provide a shared commentary agreed amongst
the six West Midlands LEPs, in the thematic areas of:
•

Research and Technological Development and Innovation

•

Smart Specialisation

•

Low Carbon

•

Use of Financial Engineering Instruments
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Research and Technological Development and Innovation
1.

There is a strong history of collaboration in Research, Development, Technology and
Innovation (RDTI) activities across the West Midlands between the public, private and
university sectors, including through previous structural funds programmes.

2.

The Black Country LEP intends to build on that legacy by co-operating with the five other
LEPs in the West Midlands geography in the development and delivery of its RDTI activity.
This will enable businesses within the LEP area to benefit from the greater wealth and
diversity of university research and business engagement across the region, as well as enable
activities that reflect the wider geography of business supply chains and clusters.

3.

Supported by Birmingham Science City and the West Midlands European Service, the six
LEPs are already developing shared elements of their smart specialisation approaches and
working together to identify ways to build on previous RDTI investments in the region. The
relationship with the other WM LEPs with respect to RDTI is not exclusive however, and
collaboration across other geographies will also be explored as appropriate.

Smart Specialisation
4.

The concept of Smart Specialisation (S3) embodies an approach to EU investment in
innovation which:
•

Recognises the importance of designing innovation actions that are informed by a
stronger awareness of the global economy, and that proposed actions are supported
by a process of 'entrepreneurial discovery' and a more credible base of evidence

•

Seeks to add value to innovation actions whenever delivered locally by ensuring they
are properly embedded into the local economy and institutional & social
environment - and that the benefits of any new technologies developed can be
transferred into related sectors.

•

Emphasises the importance of ensuring that the design of all innovation activities
are properly informed by the potential spatial implications of that action, even if
these implications are unintended.

•

Recognises that geographies and patterns of innovation are complex and variable.
More needs to be done in the design of new programmes, to ensure that firms and
research institutions are not hindered by artificial geographies of programme design.

•

Applies to innovation in the fields of technology, business processes, agricultural
industries and social innovation, including the reform of public services.

5.

Agreed principles underpinning the 5 West Midlands LEPs (Marches, Stoke & Staffordshire,
Black Country, Greater Birmingham & Solihull & Worcestershire) approach to S3:

6.

The West Midlands LEPs are proposing a two tier approach to responding to the
requirements to pursue the required S3 approaches.
Initially, in the advanced
manufacturing sector/supply chain a cross LEP approach is recommended given the nature
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of this sector in the West Midlands. This approach will be flexible enough to allow each LEP
to develop their own S3 approach, that takes into account their own sector strengths.
Whether as a group or individually, these proposals will be detailed in each S3 Strategy and
will be based on the following principles:
•

S3 needs to be applied in different ways to take into account the specific local
circumstances

•

S3 should not only be applied in the short term to the design and management of
ESI funds. It is an important long term strategic tool that will help to identify
opportunities for better strategic alignment with other important public funding
streams that support innovation.

•

S3 is an on-going process of learning, continually driving more productive and
sustainable investments in innovation at all levels.

•

So some aspects of S3 can be delivered at the UK level (e.g. tax incentives for
research & development), some at a Cross LEP West Midlands level, and some at
individual LEP levels.

•

Evidence from the Annual Innovation Report will be combined with specialist
knowledge of the genuine comparative advantages of the West Midlands in
advanced manufacturing and individual LEP areas to develop S3.

7.

The West Midlands LEPs will work with partners (universities, businesses etc.) to design an
integrated approach to innovation in advanced manufacturing that can, where necessary,
provide integrated support across administrative borders. Firms will be able to access
support from agencies across wide areas. Universities and research institutions will be able
to work together based on what is needed by their business customers. Supply chains will
also be supported to build connections across borders and greater distances.

8.

The Black Country has been developing its ability to access and make the most from
International Trade development and Inward Investment; we intend to build on this work as
part of the development and implementation of both Opt-ins and interventions through this
EU Investment Strategy.

9.

As part of this work the International Trade and Inward Investment team/s across the Black
Country, are identifying and setting out detailed sector propositions that reflect the
industrial strengths of the area. These propositions not only define the sectors and the
opportunities that they present, but highlight the infrastructure needs and gaps to that need
to be addressed to meet these opportunities. The outcomes from this work will be taken
into account and included as part of the development of this strategy and included within
the January 2014 submission.
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Low Carbon
10.

There is a strong history of collaboration in the low carbon economy, climate change, and
the natural environment across the West Midlands between the public, private and
voluntary sectors, including through previous structural funds programmes. The Black
Country LEP intends to build on that legacy, by cooperating with the five other LEPs in the
West Midlands geography in the development and delivery of its low carbon theme and the
related climate change and environment priorities. This will enable businesses within the
LEP area to benefit from the greater scale, resources, efficiency, and impact of support
across the region as well as enable activities that reflect the wider geography of business
supply chains and clusters. We are continuing to work with Sustainability West Midlands
(SWM) and West Midlands European Service (WMES) to champion and monitor the crosscutting theme of sustainability, and develop specific joint cross-LEP programmes to deliver
the low carbon theme and related priorities.

11.

A summary of our progress to date, emerging joint programmes, and strategic approach to
the sustainability cross-cutting theme is set out below.

12.

Since 2012, SWM with the six LEPs, has established a West Midlands Low Carbon LEP
Leadership Group and work programme, supported by the WMES, Environment Agency,
Centro, Improvement Efficiency West Midlands, West Midlands Climate Adaptation
Partnership and SWM's business members and networks. As a result, the six LEPs within the
West Midlands have already worked together to achieve:

13.

•

The UK's first joint LEP low carbon investment prospectus - highlighting our key
strengths in low carbon transport, buildings and energy and contributing to an
increase of inward investment enquiries to the West Midlands

•

A shared evidence base, building on the UK's first regional low carbon economic
strategy and commissioning additional research to link to local and EU priorities

•

The West Midlands Green Business Clubs network - representing 10 local business to
business good practice clubs, over 1,000 businesses and many more suppliers.

•

On-going independent annual sustainability benchmarking and sharing of good
practice by the six LEPs and with other LEPs national such as the New Anglia LEP and
via the Climate UK network.

Building on this progress to date, we recognise there is more to achieve. SWM and WMES,
are supporting the six LEPs and partners to develop a series of joint cross-LEP programmes,
where the scale or coordination would attract more funding and increase the local impact.
To date, these joint programmes are likely to focus on the sectors where the six LEPs have
collective strengths in low carbon transport, buildings and energy and cover the following
types of areas:
•

Low carbon business hub - sharing technical and marketing resource to support and
grow the existing local green business club. This will be in terms of their outreach
and delivery on resource efficiency, diversification, and business resilience directly,
or jointly with other national and local business support networks to local businesses
and cross-LEP supply chains
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14.

•

Low carbon innovation hub - focused drive to support mainstream innovation
providers on key future markets, challenges, and innovation in the application of
existing proven technology and techniques

•

Low carbon energy hub - shared technical resource to drive a pipeline of projects to
deliver local energy use, generation and storage networks and the energy efficiency
of existing non-domestic buildings. This includes coordinating and levering in
national funding from a range of existing and new providers, such as the DECC heat
unit, 'Refit 2' public estates improvement framework, and social housing and energy
funding from the government, the utilities and Europe.

•

Low carbon procurement hub - shared technical and marketing resource to use
public sector procurement to promote low carbon innovation and supply chain
challenges, and low carbon clauses to help stimulate new products and services.

•

Green infrastructure hub - shared technical resource to help lever in expertise and
resources from the natural environment sector and utilities to improve the
attractiveness of new and existing investments sites. The quality and function of the
surrounding natural environment, and integrating other site issues such as energy,
waste, travel and business resilience are central to this.

SWM and WMES will ensure that the overall requirements of the cross-cutting sustainability
theme are addressed during the development and delivery of the six LEP local and joint
programmes by:
•

Championing the sustainability theme, through a forum to assess the collective
sustainability assessment and reports of the individual sustainability reviews, and
monitoring of the six LEPs

•

Address potential cross-LEP impacts within and neighbouring the West Midlands
geography

•

Identify common issues, develop solutions, and share good practice.
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Use of Financial Engineering Instruments
15.

The Black Country LEP is keen to make use of financial instruments in the 2014-20
programme to underpin and support its economic growth strategy, and bridge gaps in the
private sector.

16.

The Black Country LEP recognises that access to affordable finance, especially for start-up
and early stage SMEs, remains a challenge. There is historic precedent for public
intervention in the market for financial instruments in the LEP region, and it is recognised
that continued public sector support in this market remains both desirable and important.
Research is underway to determine the precise nature of the interventions needed.

17.

The model for the delivery of the 2014-20 programme for financial instruments is presently
under development but this is likely to include interventions for small business loans (sub
£100k), guarantees, seedcorn equity/mezzanine finance (sub £2m) for start-ups and early
stage SMEs, finance for innovation, finance for turnaround/recovery, finance for low carbon
and other green projects, finance for social enterprises, support for investment readiness,
support for business angel networks and specific financial interventions designed to meet
LEP specific economic development ambitions.

18.

The Black Country LEP has part funded an on-going project, that is in the process of drawing
up the framework for collaboration on financial instruments with neighbouring LEPs within
the West Midlands. As part of this project, the possibility of extending the collaboration to
include LEPs within the East Midlands, and possibly Gloucester, is also being explored.

19.

The Black Country LEP proportion of the allocation of the funding set aside for financial
instruments will depend upon a number of factors. We anticipate that funds owned by,
controlled by or jointly-controlled by the LEP, will contribute circa 50% of the total funding
set aside for interventions in financial instruments.

Fund of Funds (JEREMIE) Type Approach
20.

The Black Country LEP has part funded a collaborative project involving all of the LEPs across
the West Midlands region; this project was established to actively consider a fund-of-funds
type structure along the lines of a fund-of-funds JEREMIE structure.

GAPS in the Access to Finance Market
21.

Research is presently underway to identify the gaps in the market for financial instruments,
the priorities for and the likely level of demand in the region; this research will specifically
address the evidence of market failure in the SME segment of the market. Recent National
studies published, indicate that certain market failures persist. The provisional assessment
of the West Midlands Regional Finance Forum, would indicate that there are gaps in the
market for small business/micro loans (sub £100k) for start-up and early stage businesses,
guarantees, seedcorn equity, equity/mezzanine finance of amounts less that £2m
(conventionally known as the ‘equity gap’), finance for innovation, finance for
turnaround/recovery, finance for low carbon and other green projects, finance for social
enterprises, support for investment readiness, support for business angel networks and
specific financial interventions designed to meet LEP specific economic development
ambitions.
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The Black Country LEP Notional Allocation for FEI
22.

The Black Country LEP has indicatively allocated £10 million of their national allocation to
support access to finance objectives.

23.

The process of defining and quantifying specific regional FEI interventions is underway.
Priority will be given to those interventions that align with the ERDF thematic objectives. It
is anticipated that the priority for FEI interventions will be those that are designed to
facilitate SME access to finance, creating an environment favourable for business creation
and growth, encouraging an entrepreneurial culture, increasing the sustainable
competitiveness of EU companies and helping small businesses operate outside their home
countries, and improving their access to markets. Priority will also be given to interventions
designed to foster greater innovation, and those that are congruent with the EU roadmap
for a competitive low carbon economy.

Type of FEI Intervention
24.

It is anticipated that depending upon the size of the fund of funds (and the market needs
analysis presently underway), the type of finance that we would like to offer will include
debt, equity/quasi equity, guarantees and possibly a proof of concept fund.

Geographic/Regional Collaboration on FEI
25.

It is the intention of The Black Country LEP to collaborate on FEI interventions with the
following LEPs (please delete your own LEP)
•

Coventry & Warwick LEP

•

Greater Birmingham & Solihull LEP

•

Marches LEP

•

Stoke-on-Trent & Staffordshire LEP

•

Worcester LEP

26.

The possibility of collaborating with the LEPs in Gloucester and the East Midlands, is also
being explored.

27.

It is the intention of The Black Country LEP to work with the West Midland Regional Finance
Forum Cross LEP Sub-Group to develop the fund of funds model, appoint to the fund
managers and monitor/manage the performance of the funds. The source of matched
funding will depend upon a number of factors presently under consideration. We anticipate
that funds owned by, controlled by or jointly-controlled by the LEP, will contribute circa 50%
of the total funding set aside for interventions in financial instruments.

Support of Other EU Themes
28.

The Black Country LEP recognises that financial instruments may be used to support other
EU 2014-20 programme themes, including the prioritisation of funding for viable commercial
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projects designed to improve the quality, access and usage of ICT, low carbon, climate
change, the protection of the environment and sustainable transport.
29.

The details of the precise nature of the FEI interventions are presently in the process of
being finalised but debt/mezzanine finance for urban development projects that fit within
the scope of the LEP growth strategy (along the lines of the existing Growing Places focus), is
a likely priority. It is also likely that priority will be given to debt, equity/mezzanine funding
for viable commercial projects that assist the LEP with its carbon reduction, sustainable
transport and energy efficiency ambitions.

30.

The notional allocation of the fund of funds priority for urban development and energy
efficiency, is to be agreed by the collaborating LEPs.
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